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Abstract 
The next generation wireless networks will realised the true broadband communication. The 
existing research to optimise the bit rate had explored numerous techniques, which include 
adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) scheme. With this technique, a channel is estimated 
and based on target BER, certain parameters of the transmitted signals are dynamically 
changed for efficient utilisation of scarcely available radio resources. 
In this thesis, a set of unique strategies and enhanced schemes for adaptive CDMA modula-
tion are devised. A graded resource system is proposed for better radio resource management. 
Subsequently, a successful adaptive CDMA algorithm is designed and a prioritised process-
ing gain for adaptive CDMA algorithm in satellite system is introduced. The idea of the 
critical section in the downlink system when a user controller scheme has to be activated 
to improve the performance is initiated. The diversity technique and rate compatible punc-
tured turbo-code (RCPT), which has been found to give improved throughput performance 
in a direct sequence (DS) CDMA, are exploited. An analytical process and simulations were 
carried out. The algorithm presented has the potential to improve reliability, availability, 
performance and robustness. These improvements arise from radio resource management 
algorithms. The threshold based algorithm method adopted in this work have the capability 
to optimise both the throughput and performance of wireless systems . 
The proposed adaptive CDMA algorithm was simulated and the results compared with 
existing systems. The simulation results show that the proposed adaptive CDMA algorithm 
provides better throughput performance. Also a remarkable gain can be obtained when the 
processing gain is prioritised over modulation and coding scheme (MCS). The throughput 
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performance of the algorithms is dependent on the channel situation. The infiuence of 
channel parameters on these relative gains is evaluated in this work as well. Furthermore, 
it is concluded that the spectral efficiency depends on the number of available resources for 
adaptation at the transmitter. Finally, the benefit of using adaptive modulation system in 
terms of spectral efficiency and probability of bit error for different applications is examined 
on the proposed scheme. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Radio resource management (RRM) is the system level control of radio transmission char-
acteristics in wireless communication systems [1, 2]. Parameters such as transmit power, 
transmit rate and modulation scheme are controlled. The objective is to utilize the lim-
ited radio spectrum resources and radio nctwork infrastructure as efficiently as possible. In 
static radio resource management fixed resource allocation are performed. Adaptive radio 
resource management scheme dynamically adjust the radio network parameters to the traffic 
load, user positions, quality of service requirements, etc. Adaptive RRM schemes have been 
considered in the design of wireless systems [3, 4], in view to maximize the system spectral 
efficiency and to achieve performance in order to satisfy the QoS required for fading channels 
[5]. Changing from relatively static radio resource management techniques generally in use 
today to dynamic methods like those discussed in this thesis helps to increase capacities and 
improve performance of wireless systems. 
Examples of adaptive RRM schemes are power control algorithms, admission control, adap-
tive filtering, and adaptive modulation and coding. In this work, adaptive modulation and 
coding is considered. AMC is one of the techniques, which is defined ill the third genera-
tion wireless system to improve the throughput on fading channels [6]. AMC is defined in 
wireless communications to denote the matching of the modulation, coding and other signal 
parameters to the conditions on the radio link [7]. These conditions involve pathloss, the 
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1.1. MOTIVATION 
interference due to signals coming from other transmitters, the sensitivity of the receiver and 
the available transmitter power margin [7]. 
1.1 Motivation 
The driving force and main design objective of third-generation systems, as defined by the 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications Services/International Mobile Telecommunications in 
the year 2000 (UMTS/IMT-2000), has been high bit rate services [8]-[10]. Third generation 
systems should be able to offer at least 144 kb/s (preferably 384 kb/s) for high mobility users 
with wide area coverage and 2 Mb/s for low mobility users with local coverage [11, 12]. The 
need for high bit rate services, together with the scarce spectrum, motivate the development 
of more spectrum efficient radio technologies. The goal of U:v1TS/IMT-2000 is to support 
a large variety of services with different quality of service requirements, that is, multimedia 
services with bandwidth on demand [13]-[15]. The technical challenge is to achieve the 
required flexibility without overwhelming complexity in the network and terminal [13]-[15]. 
Another challenge is the fourth generation wireless systems (4G) requirements to achieve 
true broadband access and to provide the spectral efficiency needed for some applications 
that 3G is incapable of supporting at low cost. AMC is a solution to these problems. RRM 
algorithms that guarantee the required quality for all users in a fair manner is required [16]. 
1.2 Objective of Thesis 
The objective of this thesis is to propose a set of unique strategies and priorietised AMC 
schemes, which are efficient for adaptation in broadband direct sequence code division mul-
tiple access (DS-CDMA) satellite networks. This could lead to an optimised utilisation of 
scarcely available radio resources for the realisation of next wireless generation in satellite 
systems. 
To achieve the above objective two processes have to be followed 
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1.3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
• Develop an efficient adaptive CDMA scheme 
• Evaluate the schemes via simulation 
The purpose of adaptive CDMA algorithms is to change some parameters in satellite trans-
mission for the optimisation of available radio resources. The adaptive CDMA system has 
the advantage of flexibility, and it can provide high transmission quality and throughput. 
The scope of the thesis focuses on adaptive CDMA algorithms for mobile satellite systems, 
but some references will be made to adaptive modulation and coding in CDMA and adaptive 
selection of multiple access (MA) scheme. The work is divided into three parts: satellite 
channel and system modelling, modulation and coding scheme (MCS), and an adaptive 
CDMA algorithm. Instant and perfect channel estimation is assumed to be available for 
systems in this thesis. 
1.3 Problem Description 
One of the important properties of a wireless channel is its non-deterministic characteristic. 
This results in a stochastic performance and throughput. In other words, system performance 
is not optimised for a fixed wireless system because the mobile communication channel is 
varied in time. Consequently, the channel bandwidth cannot be used efficiently. However, in 
wireless communications, spectrum is the most costly parameter that determines the rate at 
which information can be transmitted. For many years, researchers have been finding ways of 
either conserving or exploiting spectrum for its most efficient usc. Also, it was reported that 
to achieve broadband multimedia services, which was the next phase in the development of 
mobile satellite networks, the L-/S-bands (390-1550Hz/1550-3900MHz) already set aside for 
Satellite-UMTS/IMT-2000 had a limited bandwidth and would not be suitable for high-speed 
applications [17, 18]. It will be necessary to move up in the frequency band to an allocation 
where sufficient bandwidth is available [19]. The next suitable frequency band is the Ka-
band (17250-36000MHz) [20]. However, an inherent problem of this band is the channel 
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1.4. RELATED WORK AND APPROACH 
characteristic, which is discussed in the next chapter. The most notable characteristic of 
land mobile channel at this frequency is fading due to shadowing [20]. 
1.4 Related Work and Approach 
Several techniques have been identified to counteract the effect of fading [19]. One of these 
techniques is adaptive modulation and coding (AMC). The use of AMC techniques is par-
ticularly recommended to address the fading issue and to improve the availability of the 
mobile link [19, 20]. Moreover, an effective technique is needed to improve the throughput 
and to meet the quality of service (QoS) required for next generation services as defined in 
the UMTS standard by the ITU for satellite mobile systems [16]. Some of the techniques 
in the literature which attempted to solve this problem include variable-rate techniques, 
in which the symbol rate is fixed while changing the constellation size or modulation type 
[21, 22]; variable-power techniques, in which the power adaptation inverts the channel fad-
ing so that the channel appears as an AWGN channel to the modulator and demodulator 
[22, 23]; and Variable-coding techniques, whereby different channel codes are used to provide 
different amounts of coding gain to the transmitted bits [24, 25]. Variable-coding is imple-
mented by multiplexing different error correction capabilities. This method uses a strong 
error correction code when the strength of the received signal is small, and a weak code 
or no coding when the strength of the received signal is large [26, 27]. However, because 
of complexity, modulatioll must remain fixed [27]. All alternative technique to this is the 
use of rate-compatible punctured turbo (RCPT) codes, which is an effective adaptive coding 
technique [28]. In our work, we considered adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) and ex-
ploited the advantages of RCPT codes to solve the complexity problem imposed by adaptive 
modulation. 
Many papers present different approaches to the implementation of adaptive techniques. 
Some of these approaches is described in [29]. 
In this work, an improved and robust AMC scheme that is based on the threshold method 
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1.5. CONTRIBUTIONS 
is examined for throughput maximization in broadband CDMA satellite networks. The pro-
cessing gain is prioritised over MCS. Satellite path diversity using RAKE receiver technique 
is exploited, as well as RCPT. Simulations were carried out. The simulation result shows an 
improved average throughput performance over traditional modulation and coding scheme. 
1.5 Contributions 
The contributions of the thesis are the following; 
• Proposed a prioritised processing gain adaptive CDMA algorithm in Ka-band LEO 
broadband CDMA satellite networks. 
• Evaluate the BER performance and throughput of the proposed adaptive CDMA al-
gorithm and compare the results with the existing system of modulations. 
• Combine different adaptive CDMA schemes, which composed of different grades of 
resources set and examine their throughput maximization. 
• Investigate the proposed adaptive CDMA algorithm for different applications in Ka-
band LEO broadband CDMA satellite networks. 
1.6 Outline of the Thesis 
Figure 1.1 presents the organization of the thesis. This thesis starts by providing the motiva-
tion, which includes the description of some requirements and current challenging technical 
problems associated with wireless transmissions. It further lays out the objectives to be 
achieved by the end of the research work. One of the problems affecting the wireless trans-
mission, fading, is described. Related works, which have been reported in the literature 
including the techniques, the methods employed and our approach are briefly discussed. 
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1.6. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
Chapter 1 
[--- ~:::O:~ctlon 
Chapter 2 /::;:::> 
~--'--J C,""",' "."",'''',, 
Network IRequirements 
Chapter 4 
Chapter 3 
~-----------
Channel and 
System Model 
Adaptability & Applicability 
Adaptive Radio Resource Management Algorithms 
I 
Futurel Directions 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Figure 1.1: Thesis Outline Flowchart 
The expected contributions to knowledge are highlighted and the thesis outlines are briefly 
discussed. 
In Chapter 2, the background of the thesis is discussed. The mobile satellite network re-
quirements are identified. The existing satellite personal communication networks (S-PCN) 
for mobile satellite systems are compared with the proposed satellite-UMTS, which have 
been accepted for the next generation satellite network system. One of the existing satellite 
channel models is examined for consideration in our system model. 
In Chapter 3, the channel and the system model is presented, and their performances are 
evaluated via simulation. 
In Chapter 4, the concept, architecture, design objective, and problem definition are de-
scribed. Formula derivations, development process of the AMC, strategy, and work proce-
dure of adaptive CDMA modulation are discussed and analysed. The adaptivity is based on 
the current channel condition described in Chapter 2 and 3. The proposed adaptive CDMA 
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1.6. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
modulation algorithms for satellite channel with prioritised processing gain is presented. 
The algorithm is evaluated for throughput performance and compared with the existing 
AMC system. The effect of varying the BER is examined for system flexibility. Finally, the 
performance of the proposed adaptive system is compared with the fixed system. 
In Chapter 5, conclusions and recommendations are summarised and some future directions 
related to the work presented in this thesis are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 
2.1 Introduction 
The recent developments in satellites technology, transmission techniques, antennas, and 
launch capabilities have enabled a new generation of services to be made available to users 
[30]. Communications satellites have been widely considered to complement the terrestrial 
systems. [31, 32]. There are four orbit types for satellite systems: geostationary orbit, 
highly elliptical orbit, low Earth orbit (LEO), and medium Earth orbit (MEa) [33, 34, 
35]. Traditionally, geostationary satellites were used as the sole basis for the provision 
of communication satellite services. Recently, LEO and MEa orbits are being used to 
provide voice and low data rate services in hand-held phones. This system is implemented by 
combining QPSK modulation with any of the multiple access techniques such as frequency-
division multiple access (FDMA), time-division multiple access (TDMA), and code-division 
multiple access (CDMA)[36, 37, 38, 39]. 
In this thesis, a direct sequence CDMA access technique is considered and implemented for 
satellite systems. CDMA technology is a method of providing multiple access in a wireless 
system where each user is assigned a unique code that identifies the user to the system [40]. 
CDMA has several advantages over other more traditional multiple access methods. One of 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION 
the most important is its inherent noise-rejection capability. It is a good option to be consid-
ered in terms of spectral efficiency. Also, satellite systems have utilised lower constellations 
such as BPSK, QPSK, offset QPSK, pi/4 shift QPSK, and 8PSK for modulation. This is be-
cause satellite transmission requires low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the noise-limited 
channel. Higher constellations require high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and they may not be 
desirable for satellite transmission [33, 34]. In this work, both BPSK and QPSK techniques 
are considered for adaptive system. The combination of this with CDMA allows the satellite 
transmission system to overcome fading and interference. 
Satellite personal communication networks (S-PCN) using the above technology were de-
veloped to provide voice and low data rate services. These services are similar to those 
available via terrestrial cellular networks, using hand-held phones via satellite in either the 
LEO or MEO orbits. The allocated frequency bands for S-PCN ranges between 140 and 
400 MHz for data systems, and 1.610-1.665GHz (uplink) and between 2.4835 and 2.500GHz 
(downlink) for voice systems [39]. The major operators of S-PCN are Globastar, Iridium, 
and Intermediate Circular Orbit (ICO) [41]. Different environments require different values 
of Rice-factor, which is the power ratio of the direct wave to the diffuse component. Typical 
values of measured Rice-factors are within the range of 5-18dB for the satellite elevation 
angle of 10-50 degrees with a fade rate of less than 200Hz for a mobile device travelling at 
less than 100km/h. The Rice-factor is in the range of 10-18dB for land mobile channels in 
rural or suburban areas and 5-10dB for mobile channels in urban areas [37, 42]. 
The common frequeney bands that are used in satellite communications are the L, S, C, 
and Ka band, which are in the ranges of 390-1550Hz, 1550-3900MHz, 3900MHz and 17250-
36000MHz, respectively [43]. S-PCN operate in the L- and S-bands between 1 and 3 GHz. 
However, the S-PCN has a limited bandwidth and this makes it less suitable for high-speed 
applications [43]. Ka bands are widely considered these days for satellite transmission be-
cause of their wider bandwidth, which allows the use of high data rate for broadband mul-
timedia applications. Also, Ka band is not overcrowded [44, 45]. Furthermore, a number of 
different satellite roles have been defined in the framework of the third generation of mobile 
systems, which is referred to as Satellite Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (S-
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2.2. MOBILE SATELLITE REQUIREMENTS 
UMTS) by the European Teleeommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) and International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU). Part of the S-UMTS objectives are to enable global roam-
ing of UMTS users and to provide QoS commensurate with that of terrestrial QoS at an 
affordable cost [9, 33, 46]. 
The remainder of this Chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 describes the mobile satellite re-
quirements, which are further discussed in Subsections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The basic 
architecture of the mobile satellite networks is discussed in Section 2.3 and the two major 
satellite networks are described in Subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. In Section 2.4, satellite ra-
dio propagation is discussed. Subsections 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.4 describe the channel 
characteristics, examine the land mobile signal components, investigate the channel prob-
ability density functions and present joint probability distribution modelling respectively. 
The channel coding using turbo codes are considered in Section 2.5. The Chapter summary 
is drawn in Section 2.6. 
2.2 Mobile Satellite Requirements 
General requirements for third-generation services are defined in terms of bit rate, bit error 
rate, and delay. In order to offer lllultimedia applications, the S-UMTS system should at 
least be able to support user bit rates of up to 144kb/s in a rural outdoor environment at 
a maximum speed of 500km/h, 384kb/s with limited mobility in a macro and micro-cellular 
suburban outdoor environments at a maximum speed of 120km/h, and 2Mbit/s with low 
mobility in home and pico-cellular indoor and low-range outdoor environments at maximum 
speed of 10km/h [9]. The COMA proposal has been submitted to ITU for UtvITS/IMT-2000 
satellite component. The proposal is aimed at providing services up to 144kb/s. In terms 
of spectral efficiency, the bit rate is expected to be maximised as much as possible using an 
adaptive system. In term of QoS and end-to-end delay requirements, a target BER of 10-3 
and a maximum delay of 400ms is defined for voice services. A BER of 10-6 and different 
delay requirements have been considered for each class of data service (e.g., a few seconds 
for Internet access) [38,41]. 
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2.3. MOBILE SATELLITE NETWORKS 
2.2.1 Digital satellite network Requirements 
Satellite and terrestrial systems arc considered as complimentary networks to achieve full 
coverage needed for communication systems. Mobile satellite services have been given at-
tention for internet access and telephones services. The standard for satellite system need to 
be adopted for better performance and utilisation. This will include frame length, allocation 
frequency, transmission scheme, throughput and QoS requirements [47]. 
2.2.2 Broadband Satellite Requirements 
The next wireless generation will achieve the true broadband with broadband satellite service 
to provides affordable multimedia services at a lower cost. This could be achieved through 
the throughput maximisation and efficient AMC system. Better performance could also be 
achieved by considering the higher frequency bands such as Ka-band [47,48, 49]. 
2.2.3 Physical Layer Requirements 
The QoS at the physical level is expressed in terms of the BER. The physical link design 
is expected to put into consideration problems such as the signal fade. AMC have been 
considered at the physical layer to counteract these effects. The implementation of AMC 
schemes in satellite network can result in significant saving in the transmission power and 
bandwidth [47, 50, 51]. 
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2.3. MOBILE SATELLITE NETWORKS 
board a mobile platform such as a car. Mobile group terminals are designed for group 
usage and for installation on board for a collective transport system such as a ship, 
cruise liner, train, bus, or aircraft . 
• Portable terminals - Portable terminals are the type with dimension similar to a brief-
case or lap-top computer. As the name implies, these terminals can be transported 
from one site to another, but operation while mobile is normally not supported. 
The Ground Segment: The ground segment consists of three main network elements: 
gateways, sometimes called fixed Earth stations (FES), the network control centre (NCC), 
and the satellite control centre (SCC). Gateways provide fixed entry points to the satel-
lite access network by furnishing a connection to the existing core networks (CN), such as 
the public switched telephone network (PSTN) and public land mobile network (PLMN), 
through local exchanges. A number of gateways can be located within a spot-beam, or 
a gateway could provide access to more than one spot-beam, depending on the satellite 
coverage [52]. 
The Space Segment : The space segment provides the connection between the users of 
the network and the gateways. A direct connection between users via the space segment is 
also achievable using the latest generation of satellites. The space segment consists of one or 
more constellations of satellites, each with an associated set of orbital and individual satellite 
parameters. Satellite constellations are usually formed by a particular orbital type; hybrid 
satellite constellations also exist in the space segment. One such example is the ELLIPSO 
network [53]. 
2.3.1 Satellite Personal Communication Network 
Geostationary satellites were conventionally used as the only technology for the provision 
of satellite mobile in one form or another [36]. Later, other satellite systems such as low 
Earth orbit (LEO) and Medium Earth orbit (MEa) were launched to enable satellite personal 
communication networks (S-PCN). LEO satellites are placed between 750 and 2000 km above 
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2.4. SATELLITE RADIO PROPAGATION 
2.4 Satellite Radio Propagation 
The performance of a satellite system depends on the propagation mode of the radio waves 
[55]. The nature of the propagation channel is the biggest obstacle facing the design of com-
munications systems. This makes satellite channels characterised by fading and interference 
[56]. In a mobile satellite network, two types of channels exist: the mobile channel, between 
the mobile terminal and the satellite; and the fixed channel, between the fixed Earth station 
or gateway and the satellite. These two channels have very different characteristics, which 
must be taken into account during the system design phase. The more critical of the two 
links is the mobile channel, since transmitter power, receiver gain and satellite visibility are 
restricted more in comparison to the fixed link [57, 58]. Thus, this thesis focuses on the 
mobile channel. 
The mobile terminal, unlike a fixed system, operates in a dynamic environment where prop-
agation conditions are constantly changing. As a result, the local operational environment 
has a significant impact on the achievable quality of service (QoS) and throughput of the 
system. The different categories of mobile terminals used in different environments such as 
land, aeronautical, or maritime, also have different impacts on channel characteristics, and 
these should be considered in channel modelling [59, 60]. 
2.4.1 Mobile Channel Characteristics 
The first step toward modeling the mobile satellite channel is to identify and categorise 
typical transmission environments [61]. This is usually achieved by dividing the environment 
into three broad categories as shown in Figure 2.3 . 
• Urban areas, environment characterised by almost complete obstruction of the direct 
wave . 
• Rural areas. open place with no obstruction of the direct wave. 
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2.4. SATELLITE RADIO PROPAGATION 
In rural areas, where direct line-of-sight (LOS) to the satellite can be achieved with a fairly 
high degree of certainty, the multipath effect could cause link impairment. This effect can be 
either constructive or destructive to signal components. A constructive multipath component 
enhances the transmitting signal, while the destructive multipath component causes fade 
to the direct wave component and result in signal power fluctuations [56, 65]. In suburban 
areas, the major signal degradation is due to buildings and other man made obstacles. These 
obstacles cause shadowing to the direct LOS signal and result in attenuation of the received 
signal. The presence of trees is also another obstacle. The depth of the fade is dependent 
on a number of parameters: tree type, height, and the leaf density of the trees [66]. Also, 
the motion of the mobile through suburban areas results in the continuous variation in the 
received signal strength and phase. The effect of moving up in frequency to the Ka-bands 
imposes further constraints on the design of the link [57]. 
2.4.2 Land Mobile Signal Components 
The received mobile satellite signal consists of a combination of three components: the 
direct line-of-sight (LOS) wave, the diffuse wave, and the specular ground reflection, as 
shown in Figure 2.4. The direct LOS wave arrives at the receiver without reflection from 
the surrounding environment. However, direct components are affected by free: space: loss 
(FSL). FSL is related to the operating frequency and transmission distance. Another loss 
experienced by the direct component is due to the ionospheric and tropospheric effects. 
Tropospheric effects can be considered negligible at frequencies below 10 GHz, but systems 
operating at above 10 GHz need to take this effect into account. The impairments introduced 
by the ionosphere is always counteracted by the selective use of transmission polarisation 
[67,68,69]. 
The diffuse component comprises of multipath reflected signals from the surrounding envi-
ronment, such as buildings, trees, and telephone poles. Multipath has an effect on mobile 
satellite links in most practical operating environments [61]. The specular ground compo-
nent results from the reception of the reflected signal coming from the ground near to the 
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2.4. SATELLITE RADIO PROPAGATION 
2.4.4 Joint Probability Distribution Modelling 
The statistical distributions described in the last Section are combined to characterise a 
complete transmission environment. Two of the most widely referenced statistieal models 
are those developed by Loo [71] and Lutz [72]. The Loo model is an example of how the 
constituents of the channel are combined into a single probability distribution with associated 
parameters. The Lutz approach, on the other hand, employs state orientated statistical 
modelling, whereby each particular state of the channel is separately characterised by a 
probability distribution, with a specified probability of occurrence. A third model, which 
is an alternative to Loo's model is the Corazza and Vatalaro model. These models are 
explained in more detail. 
Loo's Channel Model: Loo's Model [71] is based upon measurements for mobile trans-
mission link in rural environments. The model assumed: 
• The received voltage due to diffusely scattered components is Rayleigh distributed; 
• The voltage variations due to attenuation of the direct path signal are log-normally 
distributed. 
Loo's PDF for a signal envelope r is given by [71] 
(2.4) 
where (J2 is the mean of the received scattered power due to multi path propagation, (J~ is the 
standard deviation of the shadowed component (In A) and J.1s is the mean of the shadowed 
component (In A). 
Lutz's Channel Model: Lutz's Model [72] employs a two-state Markov model and assumes 
that the propagation link has two distinct states: shadowed and un-shadowed. The un-
shadowed is called a good fading state, or clear LOS, where the received signal is comprised 
of the direct component and multipath reflections, and is assumed to be Rician distributed. 
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The shadowed is called a bad fading state (LOS shadowed or blocked, or both), where the 
received signal is characterised by a Rayleigh distribution, with a short time varying mean 
received power, for which a lognormal distribution is assumed. The resultant probability 
density function of this model is given by 
(2.5) 
where 0 is the proportion of the time spent in each fading state. 
Corazza and Vatalaro Channel Model: The Corazza and Vatalaro model [65] is an 
alternative model to Loo's approach for non-geostationary satellite constellations. In this 
model the direct and scattered components are both considered to be affected by shadowing. 
This is termed the Rice-lognormal model (RLM). This is the basis for our channel model. 
The Corazza and Vatalaro model is preferred to other existing channel models because it is 
well suited for the application area that we consider here, and the model provides a deep 
insight into the nature of the satellite channel characteristics, which is useful when designing 
satellite radio systems [65]. Corazza and Vatalaro model is explained in details in Chapter 
3. 
2.5 Channel Coding 
Satellite communication systems are generally limited by available power and bandwidth. It 
is therefore of interest if the signal power can be reduced while maintaining the same grade 
of service. This can be achieved by adding redundant bits to the information content, using 
a channel encoder. The two main classes of channel encoder that are most widely used for 
satellite communications are: block encoders and convolutional encoders. At the receiver, 
the additional bits are used to detect any errors introduced by the channel. One of the 
techniques employed in satellite communications to achieve this is forward error correction 
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(FEC), where errors are detected and corrected at the receiver. Turbo codes are one of the 
powerful types of error control codes currently available. They are used as the building blocks 
for bandwidth efficient code schemes and have recently been included in the 3G standard. 
2.5.1 Overview of'IUrbo Codes 
Turbo codes were first presented by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thitimajshima in 1993 [73]. Turbo 
codes comprises of encoder and decoder. The encoder consists of two recursive systematic 
convolutional codes in parallel separated by an interleaver. The decoder consists of two 
Maximum A Posterior (MAP) decoders connected via interleavers and pass soft decisions 
from the outer of one decoder to the input of the other. This process is iterated several times 
to produce better decisions. The information, which is available to one of the component 
decoders before it starts its own decoding process, is called intrinsic information. Extrinsic 
information is derived by each decoder itself. 
2.5.2 Convolutional Codes 
Convolutional codes generates a digit sequence from the information digits in which no finite 
group of information digits can be ascribed to one information codeword. A convolutional 
code adds redundancy to a continuous stream of inputs data by using shift register. For 
instance, a convolutional encoder rate r = kin will have each set of n output symbol as a 
linear combination of the current set of k input bits and m bits stored in the shift register. 
The total number of bits that each output depends on the constraint length, and is denoted 
by k [74]. 
2.5.3 RSC Component Codes 
The recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder is derived from the nonrecursive non-
systematic convolutional encoder by feeding back of its encoded output. A simple RSC 
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Figure 2.9: Non-Systematic Convolutional Code 
encoder is shown in Figure 2.8 along with a non-systematic (NSC) encoder in Figure 2.9, 
for comparison. A convolutional encoder, which has its input block unchanged is called sys-
tematic while convolutional encoder, which is implemented by including feedback is caled a 
recursive convolutional encoder [75]. 
2.5.4 Encoder for Turbo Codes 
Turbo encoder is a parallel concatenated convolutional code. Figure 2.10 shows a block 
diagram of the turbo encoder consists of two convolutional encoders, separated by pseudo-
random interleaver. The encoder structure is a rate 1/3, mapping N data bits to 3N code 
bits and is formed by parallel concatenation of two identical rate ~ and generator polynomial 
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Figure 2.10: The Encoder for Turbo Codes 
.. 
x; 
G = {91, 92} = {7, 5} where 91 is the feedback connectivity and 92 is the output connectivity, 
in octal notation [75]. 
2.5.5 Interleaving 
The interleaver is used in turbo codes to take the incoming block of bits and rearrange them 
in a pseudo-random fashion prior to encoding by the second encoder. This is necessary to 
spread bursts of errors evenly and over as large a distance as possible. An interleaver is a 
random mapping between input and output positions, generated by means of some form of 
random. The Figure 2.11 shows the original data sequence represented by the sequence of 
white squares, and the interleaved data sequence represented by the black squares. Thrbo 
code BER performance improves with interleaver length [75]. 
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Figure 2.11: Interleaving 
2.5.6 Turbo Decoding Algorithm 
The decoding algorithm, which has been derived and appear in many literatures [79, 80, 75] 
is reviewed. The MAP algorithm is considered in this thesis and is described in Appendix. 
2.6 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, the background of the thesis has been presented. First, an overview of satel-
lite systems was briefly discussed. After, mobile satellite requirements, satellite networks, 
satellite radio propagation, and channel coding were reviewed. The major types of mobile 
satellite networks in existence such as S-PCN and S-UMTS, were discussed. According to the 
review, for high-speed transmission requirements and roaming capability, S-UMTS networks 
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have been considered because they are suitable for broadband satellite communications. 
Radio propagation, which is one of the important components in a satellite network, has 
been studied. Two types of satellite propagation were identified and discussed, namely 
mobile and fixed channel. The mobile channel, unlike a fixed channel, operates in a dynamic 
environment where propagation conditions are constantly changing. In a mobile channel 
environment, three types of mobile usage scenarios were discussed. In urban areas, the user 
environment is characterised by almost complete obstruction of the direct wave. In rural 
areas, the user experiences a clear line of sight of the direct wave, while in suburban areas 
the user environment is characterised by shadowing from the tree and terrain features. Other 
factors effecting the satellite propagation are ionospheric and tropospheric conditions. 
Three types of fading channels probability density function (PDF) corresponding to the iden-
tified mobile satellite environment were discussed. These distributions are Rician, Rayleigh, 
and lognormal PDF. The Rician PDF is used to model rural area where there is no ob-
struction of the direct wave. The Rayleigh PDF is used to model urban areas where the 
environment is characterised by almost complete obstruction of the direct wave. Lognormal 
PDF is used when the performance Rician and Rayleigh channel is affected by shadowing 
and this could lead to a joint distribution to form a typical channel model such as in Rice-
lognormal and Rayleigh-lognormal. In essence, Loo's model is an instance of Rice-lognormal 
that model suburban areas defined by a tree shadowed environment, where intermittent 
partial obstruction of the direct wave occurs. The Rician-Iognormal model, which is the 
alternative model to Loo's approach proposed by Corazza and Vatalaro was considered in 
our system model, and will be discussed in the next chapter. This model was considered 
because it provides a deep insight into the nature of the satellite channel characteristics, 
which is useful when designing satellite radio systems. 
The performance of the satellite channels have been determined and compared. However, the 
performance obtained are not optimal, due to the noisy channel. An error control code (ECC) 
has become a vital part of modern digital wireless systems, enabling reliable transmission to 
be achieved over noisy and fading channels. Turbo codes, which have been widely considered 
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was extensively discussed. Various constituents of turbo codes were described and examined 
for wireless channels. 
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Chapter 3 
Satellite Channel and System Model 
3.1 Introduction 
In a wireless communications system, the channel characteristics are of fundamental im-
portance because they limit the transmission quality and throughput. In traditional radio 
systems (i.e., non-adaptive radio systems), the long-term statistical properties of the chan-
nel are measured and evaluated before system design. In adaptive modulation systems, the 
situation is different. To guarantee that the adaptive system function works effectively, in-
formation about the short-term statistical or even instantaneous properties of the channel 
in different domains are continuously required. The main limiting factors of a mobile com-
munications system originate from the radio medium. These were discussed in the previous 
chapter. In this Chapter, channel and system model are discussed. 
The organization of this Chapter is as follows: Section 3.2 describes the system model, 
and is divided into five Subsections. The transmitter model is described in Section 3.2.l. 
In this Section the CDMA parameters are exploited. Section 3.2.2 describes the channel 
model and satellite path diversity system. The influence of factor K and PCE on the 
channel model are evaluated in Section 3.2.3. This is necessary to understand the importance 
of the main parameters on the system model, and how they benefit the fading channel 
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with adaptive parameters. In Section 3.2.4, the receiver model is presented, while signal to 
interference plus noise ratio analysis for CDMA based system is discussed in Section 3.2.5. 
Some simulation results are presented in Section 3.3. These results involved the performance 
evaluation of turbo coded channel parameters, the performance evaluation of turbo coded 
CDMA parameters and the performance evaluation of turbo code parameters. Conclusion 
is drawn in Section 3.4. 
3.2 The Satellite System Model 
3.2.1 Transmitter model 
Power Spectrum of 
Information Signal 
-, 
~~. 
~dJlL _«) d(t)cJlL~ 
..... f Y 
i c(t) 
I 
Power Spectrum of 
Chip Code 
f 
Power Spectrum of 
CodedfTransmitted Signal 
, 
Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of Spread Spectrum 
In a code division multiple access (CDMA) system, each user is assigned a unique code, as 
shown in Figure 3. L in which only the intended receiver with the same code can recover 
the user-specific transmitted signal. The effect of this coding assignment is the expansion of 
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the transmitted signal bandwidth. This method has the property that the unwanted signals 
appear like noise to the unintended receiver. All users exploit the whole frequency bandwidth 
all the time, and they are differentiated by their unique codes [83, 84]. In Figure 3.2, the 
Figure 3.2: Block Diagram of Spread Spectrum 
information signal d( t) of bandwidth Bs multiplies with a chip code c( t) of bandwidth Bt 
to become a coded signal with a bandwidth of B t , as observed in the Figure. This form 
of CDMA is called direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA). For k-th user, dk(t), Ck(t), Sk(t) 
denote the information signal before spreading, the chip code, and the transmitted signal, 
respectively. The spreading process in time domain can be expressed as 
(3.1) 
Although Figure 3.1 describes a single-user spread spectrum system, it can be easily gen-
eralized to multiple users. Figure 3.2 shows a multi-user spread spectrum system. Once 
again, it is observed that signals from other users appear like noise after dispreading. In 
the Figure, 7] is the power spectrum density of the system; and Gp is the processing gain, 
which equals the total transmit bandwidth divided by the signal bandwidth. DS-CDMA is 
the spread spectrum technique, where each user is assigned a unique code sequence (i.e., a 
spreading code) which is being used to encode the user-specific informatioll. One particular 
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code of interest is the pseudo random noise code (PN code). A PN code is a sequence of 
chips valued -1 and 1 (polar) or 0 and 1 (non-polar), and has noise-like properties, namely 
low cross-correlation values among the codes. The receiver, which has the code sequences of 
the user, decodes the received signal after reception and recovers the original data. In direct 
sequence systems, the length of the code is the same as the spreading factor [85]. Hence, the 
length of the direct sequence code is assumed to be equal i:. In time domain, the CDMA 
system is modeled as 
Nc-l 
Ck(t) = L ck"JI(t - nTe) , (3.2) 
n=D 
where Ck(t) is the spreading waveform for the k-th user, Ck,n E {+1, -I} and the chip pulse 
waveform II(t) is a rectangular pulse of duration Te. The spreading or code waveform is 
composed of Ne chips, and we assume BPSK for the spreading modulation [83]. If Re stands 
for the rate of chip code, we have 
(3.3) 
This equation relates the time domain parameter, i.e. the chip period, to the frequency 
domain parameter, i.e. the transmission bandwidth. In other words, the chip period limits 
the transmission bandwidth. With regard to the information signal, if Rs is the symbol rate 
and Ts the symbol period, we have a similar relationship, as 
R=~ 
s Ts (3.4) 
This equation relates the time domain parameter of an information signal, i.e. its symbol 
period, to its frequency domain parameter, the symbol rate. It is straightforward to extend 
this relation to the bit rate Rb and bit period Tb for a certain modulation with modulation 
level M (M = 2 for BPSK, 4 for QPSK, 16 for 16QAM, for example). We then get the 
following equations: 
Bs 
Ts 
Rb 
1 
Rs = T ' 
s 
Tblog2 M, 
Rs 10g2 M, 
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symbollh~ numbcr of bits is log~ M for At level modulation. 
3 .2.2 Channel Model and Sat ellite P a th Diversity 
j 
-oil~­
• • 
, 
\ 
, 
.:" 
I 
Th~ ~h~,meI modd unde, ro"sider"tiw, i, the Cora.zz" Il."d Val.ll.laro model [{i~[. which has 
been mentioned in Section ?? of Chapter 2. Here , we con,..der low Earth orbiting (LEO) 
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each satellite contained S spot beams and is transmitting via a transponders from gateways 
with directional antennae. Each antenna is directed to the satellite in view and satellite 
tracking is performed. It is assumed that each spot beam has U simultaneous active users. 
The per user fading signal envelope is described by the path gain al; I = 1,2, ... , L, where 
Gl is a Rice-lognormal random process and is the product of two independent processes. It 
can be written as al = SIR1, where Sl is a lognormal random variable used to model the 
long-term shadowing effects, while Rl is a Rice random variable to model the short-term 
diffuse multipath fading over the direct signal component. The probability density function 
of the instantaneous received signal power is given by [86] 
(3.8) 
where (Q}lpJ a!fJl) is the probability density function of the instantaneous received signal 
power condition on the mean square value of the signal. This is modelled as the non-central 
chi-square distribution and is given by 
(3.9) 
The Rice factor K = Kl is the ratio of the direct signal power to the diffuse multipath power. 
The mean power and variance are resulted from fJl = E[RflSf = (Kl + 1)20'2Sr, and can 
be determined in the evaluation of ~~l?~~\' In the presence of shadowing, Sf is a random 
variable with log-normal probability density function of 
(3.10) 
where h = (In 10)/20, /l'sl and O'slS are the mean and standard deviation (in dB) of the 
associated normal variate, respectively. 
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3.2.3 Influence of Rice K Factor and Power Control Error (PCE) 
on the Channel Model 
2 
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Figure 3.4: Uncoded BER of BPSK versus Eb/No(dB) on Rice-lognormal Channel: Rice 
factor, K = [0, 2, 5, 10, 15], PCE = constant and mean = 0 
The channel model is validated by varying the two channel parameters, namely K and 
PCE, and the outputs are compared using simulation results. Also, in order to optimize 
modulation, coding and COMA parameters under a certain channel behaviour, we needed 
to know how these parameters influence the channel condition and performance. Regarding 
the PCE, we adopted a closed-loop power control scheme as proposed in [87, 88], where it is 
assumed that the mean and standard deviation of the power envelope p = s of the received 
signal are Ilpl and api, respectively. In the power control algorithm, the received power is 
varied around the target power and, hence, generally Ilpl = OdB and the PCE is measured 
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Figure 3.5: Uncoded BER of BPSK versus Eb/No(dB) on Rice-Log-normal Channel: PCE 
= [1.5, 2, 3.5], Rice factor, K = constant and mean = 0 
by (Jpl. The typical values of PCE ranges between 6 - 9dB, but for a perfect control system, 
the values are shown to range between 2.8 - 4.5dB. In our adaptive modulation and coding 
algorithm, which is presented in Chapter 4, 4dB of PCE is assumed. The Rice K factor is 
the power ratio of the direct wave to the diffuse component. Typical values of the Rice-factor 
are between 10 and 20dB [88]. 
From simulation, when we decrease the Rice factor K and holding PCE constant, perfor-
mance degradation is observed. Likewise, when we increase PCE while holding K constant, 
the performance degrades. These are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. 
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3.2.4 Receiver Model 
We consider M simultaneously active users of a particular spot beam transmitting via satel-
lite transponders and a L-order path diversity. The received signal is given as 
U L 
r(t) = y'2P;L L 0'7dk (t - Tlk)Ck(t - T[k) cos (wet + 1>7) + n(t) , (3.11) 
k=l [=1 
where Pt is the transmitted power, ck(t) is the spreading sequence of the k-th user, dk(t) 
is the message generated at rate 1 IT, T[k, and 1>7 represent independent time delays and 
carrier phases, respectively. The fading envelope a[(t) describes the Rice-lognormal statistics, 
generated at rate liTe. n(t) is the AWGN with two-sided power spectral density of No/2. 
Here, our processing gain is Gp = i = 128. 
In a DS-CDMA system with RAKE receiver techniques, the output of the n-th transmitted 
bit of user 1, assuming perfect synchronization is given by 
(3.12) 
Assuming perfect channel gain estimates, the above equation becomes 
M L 
zl (n) = vPtTb;, { at} 2 + y'2P;oct L L 0'7 It1 (T)cos1>7/ + oct N (T), (3.13) 
k=2 i=l 
where Ii11(T) is the cross correlation of i-th path of the k-th user with the local spreading 
code at the l-th branch of the correlation receiver and N(T) is zero mean Gaussian process 
with variance noT {O'j p. 
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3.2.5 Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio (SINR) Analysis for 
CDMA Systems 
The system capacity of a traditional COMA system is interference limited. The traditional 
COMA systems are all self-interference systems. The three predominant types of interference 
are inter-symbol interference (lSI), which is created by signal dispersion due to the time-
varying channel, multiple access interference (MAl), which is the interference from other 
users in the same cell, and adjacent cell interference (ACI), which is the influence of all 
the interfering signals from adjacent cells onto the useful signal. lSI can be mitigated by 
sequential detection and adding the delayed versions to the signal energy. The effect of ACI 
is not consider in this work [84]. 
A traditional COMA system has a normalized signal to interference ratio (SIR) of [84] 
(3.14) 
where Es is the received symbol energy in Joules, N J is the received interference power 
spectrum density in W 1Hz, Gp is the processing gain or spreading factor, and Nu is the 
number of users per sector. Therefore, in a COMA system the number of users per sector 
limits the channel signal-to-interference ratio according to this formula, and can be changed 
according to the channel condition. In COMA, the channel condition can be represented by 
the normalized SINK which is 
SINR = Es 
NJ + No' 
(3.15) 
where No is the received noise power spectrum density in W 1Hz. If we only consider MAl 
and ignore other interference, we can obtain 
N = ~ _ N = ~ _ Es = E (SINR-1 _ Nu - 1). 
o SINR J SINR GplNu _ 1 s Gp 
(3.16) 
In a traditional COMA system, the signal power and inference power are much greater than 
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the noise. Hence, it is assumed that SINR = SIR [84]. Further, if only the interference 
from the other users in the same cell is considered in the error probability analysis of a Rice 
lognormal channel OS-COMA system, the variance of the interference from multiple users 
in the same cell and from multipaths can be written as [84]. 
2 _ T; [1 Nu(L+K)] 
(Tint - 3G
p 
+ 1 + K . (3.17) 
Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters for turbo coded COMA based Rice lognormal Channel 
Parameters Value Considered 
Rice K Factor 6, 10, 14, and 18dB 
Power Control Error (PCE) 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.5dB 
Number of Users Nu 5,7, and 9 
N umber of Iterations 4, 6, and 8 Iterations 
Frame Length 100, 500, and 1000 bits 
Component Encoder (13,15)RSC 
Component Decoder MAP 
Number of Satellites 8 
Rate of Transmission 1/3 
Processing Gain Gp 32, 64, 128 
Channel Rice-lognormal 
3.3 Simulation Results 
This Section discusses the performance evaluation of turbo coded channel COMA based 
parameters. Examination of our system model with turbo coded transmission and varying 
system parameters is performed via the Monte Carlo method of simulation. The parameters 
of interest for channel are K, PCE, Gp and Nu for the COMA system. Turbo code parameters 
of interest include the frame length and the number of iterations. The purpose of the 
simulations is to determine the average bit error rate (BER) with differing system parameters. 
We implement the MAP algorithm using C++ and apply the method to Rice-lognormal 
channel. The parameters used for simulation arc summarised in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results of the turbo code performance with Rice Factor, K = {6, 10 
, 14, lS}dB, Rate 1/3, 6 iterations and MAP Thrbo code over Rice-lognormal channel 
3.3.1 Performance Evaluation of Channel Parameters with Turbo 
Codes 
The result of a varying K in an uncoded system was presented in the previous section. For 
comparison purposes, we once again simulate the same K, namely 6, 10, 14, and lSdB with 
a turbo coded system. As expected, and as shown in Figure 3.6, the performance improves 
with the increase of the K when PCE is constant. Furthermore, an increase of K means 
that the channel fading is reducing and the channel is approaching the performance of the 
AWGN channel. This confirms how significant the parameter K is in our system model. 
Additionally, we simulated the coded system with a fixed K, Mpl = OdB, and a varying 
PCE. These parameters arc necessary when considering the mitigation of the lognormal 
fading and path loss. Unfortunately, the delay in executing power control commands docs 
not allow shadowing to be completely removed, thus causing signal power fluctuations as 
the mobiles move in the cell. It has been shown that signal fluctuations after imperfect 
power control can be fitted accurately by a lognormal distribution with the variation ranges 
from 2.S - 4.SdB. We choose the variance Jpl of our system to be within this range, namely 
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Figure 3.7: Simulation results of the turbo code performance with power control error, PCE 
= {2.5, 3.0 , 3.5, 4.0}dB , Rate 1/3, 6 iterations and MAP Turbo code over Rice-lognormal 
channel 
2.5,3.0,3.5, and 4.5dB. The results from the simulation is shown in Figure 3.7. Here, we 
observe a proportional increase in the turbo coded system performance as the PCE value 
decreases with a constant K. It is clear from the results obtained that the K and PCE are 
inversely related. 
3.3.2 Performance Evaluation of CDMA Parameters with Turbo 
Codes 
The performance of a varying Nu = 5, 7, and 9 and a fixed Gp , and the performance of 
varying Gp = 32, 64, and 128 and a fixed Nu are evaluated by simulation for the Rice-
lognormal channel, the results of which are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. The 
BER performance of varying Nu is substantially degraded as the number of users increases. 
In contrast, there is improvement with the increased Gp . In an asynchronous CDMA system 
that is dominated by the multiple access interference, the performance is expected to degrade 
as the number of users increases. The degradation can be reversed by using a large processing 
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results showing the turbo code CDMA based system performance 
as user Nu = 5, 7 and 9, Rate 1/3, 6 iterations and MAP TUrbo code over Rice-lognormal 
channel 
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Figure 3.9: Simulation results showing the turbo code CDMA based system performance 
as processing gain Gp = 32, 64 and 128, Rate 1/3, 6 iterations and MAP TUrbo code over 
Rice-lognormal channel 
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gain. 
3.3.3 Performance Evaluation of Turbo Codes Parameters 
The performance of turbo codes at a varying frame length of 100, 500, and 1000 bits, and a 
different numuer of turbo iterations are also simulated over a Rice-lognormal fading channel 
and compared in terms of the BER. This performance is shown in Figure 3.10. The results 
of a varying number of iteration of 4, 6, and 8 are displayed in Figure 3.11. In both cases 
the coding gain is obtained as the respective parameter values are increased. 
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Figure 3.10: Simulation results showing the turbo code performance with frame length 100, 
500, and 1000 bits, Rate 1/3, 6 iterations and MAP Turbo code over Rice-lognormal channel 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, the channel and system model have been presented. The channel model 
for the work in this thesis have been briefly described. This model is based on the Rice-
lognormal distribution. The influence of K and PCE on channel models was discussed. It 
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3.4. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
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Figure 3.11: Performance Comparison by Simulation of the number of iteration 4,6 and 8 
for 1000 bits, Rate 1/3, MAP Turbo code over Rice-lognormal channel 
is found by simulation that as the K factor decreases, there is a degradation in the system 
performance when the PCE is held constant. Similarly, performance degradation occurs as 
the PCE is increased when the K factor is held constant. This behaviour has been validated 
in literature. The effect of parameters, such as the processing gain and the number of users, 
were also simulated. Based on the continuously monitored channel condition, our proposed 
adaptive algorithm will adjust the modulation, coding, and CDMA parameters to yield an 
overall system performance. Henceforth, when the channel condition is changed, new values 
of these parameters will be assigned to improve the system. 
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Chapter 4 
Adaptive Radio Resource 
Management Algorithms 
4.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, the adaptive COMA algorithm is designed, evaluated and simulation results 
are presented. The AMC is first introduced and schellles for its development in a three-stage 
process and grading is proposed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the existing AMC transmission 
architecture is described. The block diagram of the proposed AMC transmission system 
is presented in Section 4.4. Objectives of AMC are stated in Section 4.5. Following the 
requirements for AMC algorithms, in Section 4.6 the parameters influencing the throughput 
of a COMA system are presented. The BER formulas in terms of modulation and coding 
parameters for COMA systems are described. With these formulations, the BER can be 
obtained at a certain point of time given the values of the modulation and coding parameters. 
In Section 4.6.2, t.he parameters influencing the transmission are explained. All parameters 
in the throughput formula of COMA systems are explained and the influence of COMA 
parameters on the transmission QoS is briefly described. 
Adaptive modulation is introduced in in Section 4.7. In Section 4.8 adaptive COMA algo-
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4.2. DEVELOPMENT OF ADAPTIVE MODULATION AND CODING 
rithm for radio resource management is proposed. The actual adaptive CDMA algorithm 
for satellite systems is built and presented in Section 4.8.1. Section 4.8.2 outlines the sim-
ulators and assumptions that are exploited in the simulations. Sections 4.9 to 4.9.7 present 
simulation results of all these algorithms. Conclusions are given in Section 4.10. 
4.2 Development of Adaptive Modulation and Coding 
Development of AMC Stages Classifications 
r3~~~~-' ......... -.--.--~! 
i 
Adaptive Selection of System 
Schemes e.g TOMA, COMA, 
SER. and Delay 
1 
_···········1·· 
! 
Adaptive COMA 
1 
Adaptive Modulation and 
Coding in COMA System 
r- ~ Grade 6 (TOMA, COMA etc) 
. .J 
--~ Grade 5 (Tolerable BER and 
delay requirements) 
_~ Grade 4 Number of Users 
per sector 
- ~ Grade 3 Processing Gain 
Modulation and f--~ Grade 2 Coding 
Modulation/ 
r- ~ Grade 1 Coding 
Figure 4.1: The AMC Developmental stages 
The AMC technique can be divided into three stages, as depicted in Figure 4.1. The first 
stage is known as adaptive modulation and coding in the CDMA system. It makes usc 
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4.3. ARCHITECTURE OF THE EXISTING AMC SYSTEMS 
of available resources and modulation parameters such as modulation level and coding rate. 
Related work has been reported in the literature [89, 90]. The second stage is called adaptive 
COMA. This stage includes COMA and its parameters. Here, the multiple access (MA) 
parameters such as the processing gain are adaptive [91]. The third stage of the adaptive 
modulation and coding technique involve changing the multiple/multiplexing access (MA) 
schemes (e.g. TOMA, COMA) by a certain criterion. Changing the MA scheme on the 
requested users QoS, which might include tolerable TIER, delay, to maximize system capacity 
under current channel conditions and frequency bandwidth available[92]. Further, grading 
is done at each stage based on the number and type of resources available. For instance, 
the grade 2 has two resources available for adaptation while grade 3 has three resources for 
adaptation. This initiative enables us to examine the performance of adaptive modulation 
and coding and to effectively manage radio resources. Many work reported in literature are 
base on grade 1 and grade 2 [89, 90]. Our focus is adaptive COMA, which is the second 
stage of the AMC development, and grade 3 and grade 4 falls into this stage. However, 
references will be made to adaptive modulation and coding in COMA and adaptive selection 
of a multiple access scheme, whieh are stage one and stage three respectively. 
4.3 Architecture of the Existing AMC Systems 
Figure 4.2 presents the architecture of AMC system. It shows that adaptive modulation is 
used to change the modulation parameters with the channel situation. In order to do this, the 
channel situation should be known by the transmitter before transmission, for which reason 
the acquisition of the channel information is necessary. This is called channel estimation. 
There are two different methods for channel estimation. One is that the transmitter gets 
the feedback of the channel information from the receiver; the other is that the transmitter 
itself estimates the channel [92, 93]. Channel estimation is an essential prerequisite for an 
adaptive modulation system. Channel estimation is out of the scope of this thesis, so we 
do not discuss it in depth within this thesis. To perform the fUllction of AylC, an efficient 
scheme has to be built, by means of which modulation parameters can be configured based 011 
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4.4. THE PROPOSED AMC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Adaptive Channel 
Modulation andi~formation 
coding Scheme; , 
Channel Information Feedback 
Information Signal 
and Parameter 
Settings 
Figure 4.2: The Architecture of Adaptive Modulation 
the instantaneous channel condition. The channel information is the input for the adaptive 
modulation and coding scheme. The resulting flow chart of adaptive modulation systems 
looks as follows: 
• Measure and predict the channel conditions accurately, i.e. estimate the channel ; 
• Build up an algorithm to adapt the modulation and coding parameters in terms of the 
channel conditions ; 
• Obtain the settings of the modulation and coding parameters at the receiver. 
This thesis concentrates on the second step, that is, on building the AMC scheme. In the 
simulations, perfect channel estimation, and that the receiver knows the exact settings of 
the modulation and coding parameters are assumed. 
4.4 The Proposed AMC Transmission System 
The block diagram of a DS-CDMA transmission system model is shown in Figure 4.3. The 
transmitter is composed of RCPT encoder, interleaver and data modulator. The information 
bits are initially encoded by a turbo encoder, interleaved and the encoded bits are modulated 
by data modulator. Rice-lognormal fading channel is assumed and AWGN is added. The 
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4.4. THE PROPOSED AMC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
__ •• ___ •• ___ • Channel State Information 
RCPT Decoder 1 I 
-~-', r----,I i-l ~~~~~_~:_ion----'i-<! i d I 1II1 I I 
i 2 i ~ a. \1 <5 r"8 
,t!.:..-...,,j, II.;,' ~ ~ :cJCl i [JCl' Cl 
, J'""""""l I 
______ J L..--.J I - . __ _ 
Channel Estimat0'i·····.: 
........ 
.. -- •.. __ ... -, 
: ~ It., ......... . [: I g> \ ......•... 
i r-iJ li" '- <II 5-' ; ~ :J, I : a: _J ! I ' .... 
I •• _~-,lj9~~J9'i!i _.; 1"_--'-.11_-'; 
Figure 4.3: Block Diagram of Transmission System 
receiver is composed of data demodulator, turbo decoder, de-interleaver, RCPT decoder, 
and channel estimator. A turbo code of length n corresponding to k information bits is 
employed such that the rate R is given by kin. The key code is a rate 1/3 mothercode 
and punctured accordingly. The punctured sequences which are of different lengths for 
different puncturing periods are block-interleaved before mapping to a binary phase-shift 
keying (BPSK) or quadrature-shift keying (QPSK) signal constellation. 
In DS-CDMA, the transmission channel is multi-user shared. The orthogonality of individual 
user is achieved by spreading the information data with a long scrambling code of a spreading 
factor (SF) length through a user-specific pseudo random sequence (PN). In the system, 
channel code gain and spreading gain are simultaneously obtained. At the receiver, the 
SINR is estimated at the channel estimator. Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) selector 
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4.5. OBJECTIVE OF ADAPTIVE MODULATION AND CODING 
and other transmission parameters are modified based on the received SINR at the mobile 
receiver. 
4.5 Objective of Adaptive Modulation and Coding 
The task in wireless communications consists mainly of two aspects: the transmission QoS 
and the throughput. AMC is designed to achieve this purpose. The advantage of AMC is 
that it can realise higher transmission QoS and higher throughput by efficient usage of the 
channel situation. This work on adaptive CDMA is based on these objectives: 
• Achieving higher transmission QoS (bit error rate); 
• Achieving higher throughput (bit rate). 
4.6 Parameters Influencing Throughput and QoS 
One of the objectives of AMC is to improve throughput. In order to do that, the parameters 
influencing throughput must be known. 
In this Section, the parameters influencing throughput are investigated. In terms of the SNR 
of the channel, there is a well-known formula for channel capacity [93]: 
C = Blog2 (1 + SNR) [bps], (4.1) 
where C is channel capacity, and B is the channel bandwidth. Adaptive modulation is used 
to change modulation and coding parameters to channel situations in order to guarantee 
the required transmission quality and to reach a certain throughput. This means that the 
systems need to know the throughput as a feedback. Meanwhile the required transmission 
quality can be guaranteed. Hence the need for a formula to calculate the throughput with 
modulation, coding, and CDMA parameters. 
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4.6. PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THROUGHPUT AND QOS 
4.6.1 Throughput Formulas for CDMA Systems 
As established in Chapter 3, in CDMA systems the throughput can be given as 
(4.2) 
This is the throughput formula for CDMA systems in terms of bit rate, where B t is the 
total data frequency bandwidth, Rc , coding rate, M, modulation level, and Gp processing 
gain. All the values of parameters on the right side of the formula are determined by the 
channel situation. It could be observed that the bit rate of CDMA systems is linearly 
proportional to the coding rate and transmission bandwidth, logarithmically proportional 
to modulation level, and inversely proportional to processing gain. We can conclude that in 
order to increase the bit rate, we can either increase the modulation level (M), coding rate 
(Rc), or l/Gp inverse. Two methods can thus be used to increase the bit rate: the first is to 
increase the modulation level or coding rate and the second is to increase l/Gp , that is, to 
decrease the processing gain. These methods can only be used when the channel situation 
permits a change in the values of these parameters. In an adaptive CDMA system we can 
vary these parameters according to the channel situation to achieve good QoS and to reach 
a certain bit rate. 
4.6.2 Parameters Influencing QoS 
This Section examined how some parameters (i.e. the coding rate, modulation level, and 
processing gain) affect the transmission QoS. To evaluate the transmission QoS, the quantity 
BER versus SINR is employed. Given that the other parameters remain constant, in CDMA 
systems, BER will increase with coding rate and modulation levels; it will not change with 
the transmission bandwidth. For the processing gain, the BER decrease with the increase of 
processing gain. 
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4.7. THE EXISTING ADAPTIVE SCHEMES - ADAPTIVE MODULATION 
4.7 The Existing Adaptive Schemes - Adaptive Mod-
ulation 
This Section begins with the illustration of adaptive modulation, which is a simple case of 
adaptive process. Adaptive modulation adapts one parameter that is modulation level. The 
method here is based on the idea of partitioning the estimated channel SINR into regions 
using a set of threshold values. Each region is associated with a particular modulation 
scheme mi while the threshold values are optimised to maximise the overall throughput 
[94, 95]. The system has a set of modulation schemes mi, i = 1, ... , M corresponding to 
throughput versus average SINR. The average SINR values can be graphically represented, 
where the curves intersect with each other. This is shown in Figure 4.4. The average SINR 
values corresponding to the intersection points are chosen as the range of SINRb) into 
n regions, denoted by bi,I'HI) for i = 0, ... ,n - 1. A particular modulation scheme mi 
is assigned to the region bi,l'i+l)' The adaptive boundaries that determine the switching 
condition for different target BER is shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Condition for switching 
SINR Modulation Target BER 
SINR ::; 2dB BPSK 10% 
2dB < SIN R ::; 8dB QPSK 10% 
8dB < SINR::; 12dB 16QAM 10% 
12dB < SIN R ::; 40dB 64QAM 10% 
SINR ::; 8dB BPSK 1% 
8dB < SIN R ::; 14dB QPSK 1% 
14dB < SIN R ::; 20dB 16QAM 1% 
20dB < SIN R ::; 40dB 64QAM 1% 
SINR ::; 11dB BPSK 0.1% 
lldB < SINR::; 17dB QPSK 0.1% 
17dB < SINR::; 25dB 16QAM 0.1% 
25dB < SIN R ::; 40dB 64QAM 0.1% 
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1. 7. THE EXISTING ADAPTr\'}. S('HE.'dFS - .ID.1PlIVE MODUL.1TIO;"· 
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1~ 
SINR (dB) 
Figure 4.4: Ad(\jJ(i\'e \lodlllation Boundaries 
4.7.1 Adaptive lvlodulatioll Algorithm 
Thi.., ,;cot.ion pr=:tt an aebptiyc mouubti OIJ !l.l!(otil.lom rot 1l."iCr k given the moz\u)a,ion 
",hemp, rn _ I , ,., M. The transmit power iJ the- "an", fot all " ,;e", deIlol cd by S' iV R,~, and 
i" uIliq"ply depe ' ~ lpnt on t.he i'~'t""tanoous channel cocfficie-nt 0" ", . AtL a.flap!.i,'e m(,l"lar.ion 
a.lgorithH ' lor QAM H[(KllllaUon ie d<'f>cribod as follows: 
I mlwh.Mhrm )JrrJass 
Roo[deriIlg' "~I <: "~I <: - < l"f,1 in "scending order and allocate bit" (modubtion ,"o<k) 
for =s ogually 
Q,~,=TP Tn = 1, ,.'II 
wl",re Q; = "FI' is the initiul modulation mode aliocatioIl 0" m I'm ll . .,eo- I. 
T P = I, 2 ' . , ,Ai colTe,"poIld to tl", "hroug hl' llt of QAM 
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-I 7 " Ht: EX1S'I'J?\'G .WAPnVE :5CIfE.\St::S· AIM.I 'I I"r; MODCr;~e.~I1"'~()C;\' ___ _ 
AI/Qrollo" p"H.'.< 
loopl m'" I to M - 1. ~I'~J> 1 
loop2; n'" M to ", +I , »tq ~l 
:! q~ == U, 
IIH:o.k 1001'2 
s,,'tcil Q.,,, 
CMCi if 10:' > 21a!. ' 
cr. ,., Q: I I. 
ct.. '"' Q' .. - L 
flld " 
~"*~ il I"~I] ;. 31r>!.1' 
q~ . .. q~ ll : 
((~ =Q~- l . 
end il 
end ~"'Itd, 
end h"lOl':2 
(,,,..I loop l 
Thl'" Q~ .• n - I. _. _. M !;; thP nlllll RllocauolJ ,oodulm;,," m"d"" for '''''''" A' l"hr 1I.bO\t: 
algonthm Can lx- 1"'rf""llW I,)!" 1111 I,he u~n m the ")"'U-'" >O.'paml,,}y, 'i ,,~(j Ih~ dmnnd. 
from the trall,""tt~-r to ,}tfT"r<'II' II"'" ~, .. llJdc"cllrlmt ami thl'~' do llut i l\u.-'f~ l ~ ",I). o\'\I'h 
other. 
-1. 7.2 Sinm lation Hesults 
In thl' 5o.:dlOn » mulat;"" ,,,,,, Il~ I", "'I~ I 'U"" ulOdllLttinll 'U1' prO\~dcc\ Ilka100ll'.lItio", 
mdudm& nO f.,...-Jbad[ delay OJ" ~"'ro' ntld P..n .... t ~haJH ... 1 ""1J'!i3t,,," lUC "-""'_,,,lCtl, We lll>-a.-
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4.7. THE EXJSTiNG ,tV,ivn V£.' SCH£.'AJ£.'S - .'tV,iJ'TJlB AtoVULATJO.'I' 
frame length of llXI I! bIts. Throughput using ~daptil"c CD/o,IA ~Igorith!n i, t'\'~luatt'd. The 
pt'rforllliLIl<'t' 01 ~t\" p( i "r moJuliLLio" for IlEn I."r~""" 10% is "i,nllliLtro a,od ,hown in l'i~nrr 
1.5. It was ob>;crn>i that the v,<iuIIImIlcc of ~Japtivc lllut\lIlaliuIl l>t'giIl" bv {)\",!;<pp;ng 
the BPSK curve. However. as the SN"R is increased to 5 dB, the v'r!orrrmncc ullldaptivc 
moonlation hrgins to deerease . 
. 1.7.3 Arlaptivp II.lorluiation ami Corling 
In this Section the parameters to be ad~pted ~re incrt''''''-'d to two and the"e arc modul~tion 
I.,·C\, "ml ""d ing , " 1.(,". In A/o,IC "),8te"" " ~I>t~'ifk """,bin~lioIl uf moJuliLtiun ""h(",,,'!<n(1 
eoo iIlg rat.c i, treak>i"," ont' c~llt>i "ICS. I" thi" tbe,is, Ii "ICSs an' co"'it\crc'<.l iIll be AMC 
'y,tt'm. Table 1.1 ,hows the MCS set. Onc ul the key tochnologics fur A~lC is how to ,witch 
(ur ,ch'lj MeS. Slit i" ~ CUIIlnlOIl crile,ioll tu ,wiech 11CS. T he ,witching buumbrim lUI 
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1.7. THE EXISTING .1D.1PTIVE SCHE.\fES - .1D.1PTH'E .\fODULATION 
Table·12: l>lodulation ",. 'C,"",' Sdw!!ll'!; 
i ,1 
" , 
, 
'~, 
" 
_ .. +. :::: .-- -~.' , , ~ , 
, 
, ~"" " ~ , ,'" 
-
""eJ , 1 -... - ""'"' " ~ . ... . ""SJ , , * 
, 
----.>- ""'" 
..... -
, 
-, -"""' i _~c"" , • , 
, , , , • , , " • " " 
,,,,,,>,, •• ,,~,,,.,,,,, .. 
ril'W'~ 4.r,: Simulatioll ",'SuIt, ,howi",; I.h" p,',{orrllfmcr of l>!C'S for the determination of 
,,,l"Pliw Iwufltbri,'o' tI,i"~ r;tt~ 1/3 a,"11) iINal.io,,' 
~I(''S itre ~hovm in Figure 4.6. For ,'xitmple if dw ''''',,,,ur''-I sm i, above U", sm lhr",],old 
helwocn l>ICSI and l>ICS2 but below the sm thre,hold between l>1l'S2 "ml ~ICS3, l>ICS i, 
,wi,dlf"l ,,, \ lCS2. If tiLe llwa,umd sm. i, alJ.ove I.hr "h""ho ld bel ween l>ICS2 and l>lCS:J. 
\l('SJ will b ~ "'.+cI.<><1 T lw thm' iLold ,'aIH'" IU"r df'<'idffi ito O.-fiN 1.0 ad,;"vc maximurll 
thlOUghput. The thrc,hold "alul's arc a function (If cimnud comliliom "ad dt"pc'ml on which 
particular r..ICS ",t " UK'<i 1%'· 
Radio link control ""lett amoug dll' r..ICS option.'!, iu rmpons,", to the clwuud condition 
mcasUlo.:I. TI,e operation of ,.,leniug the rate i, made by ,.,nding the frame with different 
pundur ing p"lterm ftom the ""me motherrode ""d "llow~ twmmi"iou \0 bt,!(iu with h,w 
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4.7. TH10 leX/STING ADAI'"1'I\'1O SCHle'.\J1OS - ADAI'TJ1:.E MODULATIO.'Ii 
rtxiu[)tiancy. a ;nc,e>l.>C' rt<.hmti""cy o"ly whe[) e'rtl" oo:;ur, thu, ",bptiwly chan!,:iug thc 
effective data rates In;. Adaptive Coding r~'<juiwj the cooing rate" to bc ""k"u.'<i from 
pl''''et~l'min('(1 v"lu", bounded hy 11, In!. The rode con,t",etion "lIow, 1'01' " f"mily of 
code of ,."te, RI - P/(P+ I), ,..-j,r," I - 0, I" . (,II - I)? For cad, value of I, a hi!",ry 
p,,[)cturing ,uat,ix a.(I) i, tiefined .",,, RCPT code with M = 3 a[)ti P = ~ i, co"'truct~'<i 
a[)d thc[) thc l{CPT l< madc to.> ""kd ""y of codc rate in thc""t fI, ~/3, 1/2, 2/5, 1/3 I. 
fn implementation, "II pO'hible cod~ __ rat", "re not required to be u(ilisrd 128. 98!. In thi, 
work. a 'pocial ca"", wherc! ~ 2" and n ~ 0, 1,~ rue cOflbidered. Hence, rate, In, 1/~. ",~l 
2/.1 am ,e_", in om d"'i~n 
In the CabC of adaptive modulation fOl' instance. if given an adaptive modulation system that 
uses lJPSK and QPSK for a target IJ.t.'lI" "f approximately 10-" the adaptive modulation 
u"'" QPSr{ modul,,";on fo, ~o()d rh"'llIel and npSK modul",.ion for bfLd channeL Thi, 
type of nLooulalion techm'l"e is calhl vari"bhra(~ tedmi'lu~" where ,ymbol ,.,,\e i. fi~."j 
while cbanging the constellation sizc or modulation type. In other wurds. if co",iderin!,: " 
(""n,mi",ion tha,. b eneounterin!( a deep f",k the option is to use one of the modulation 
';('hHtn",. wh~'h tiiffe, in 'Iwcl.ral elrlCierw,y ami rohu,l.n"". If ffLdiIJ~ b e~""mely rieep, 
p~rlw.., half of all hil' will be i[) eHor. it is a<1"'"Jtageu,,_· (0 _".,nti fewer bit, bC'(;"lL_-e lhe 
total Humber of CHars will be dccreru;ec\. This i"nlL~nccs DER much mOlC than total [)"mber 
of bits ""nt. Whcn the channel i, not in a fade. then mallY bits could be sent. In thi' 
,i(lL,,(iu[), nEil eOlLI,1 he 100n'r by inert,,"iIJ~ (h., lllllnbpr of bit __ 'pm h"""use prrors hccome 
les, frC<Jucnt 193, n]. 
Cooe rate ami [flo<.l"b(ioll level ~.re u"" tu u",i!(l1 mouulallo[) '''Jti cooing __ dwme_· (IIICS) 
futh the""t of cooi,,!,: ratt,; '''Jti motiulatioll lev"b "re made available S() thai thc 'y,tem i, 
selocted fwm values bounded iI, 1/31 ",~l [2. nq of the code rat~" and signal con,tellation 
rThpcdh·ely. In thb work. the..,t of coriillll rat", { 1.2n. I /2.2/ ,j, 1/.1} of I = 211. anri 11. = (), I, 2 
we,e matie a\'aibble. The [[LOulLlation_· le,'d co,,_·idertxi are IlPSK anti QPsr{ for '''lelli\t' 
tran,mi"iull>. It is the cmnl>inatio" of thl'se two pri [)C,pr." th"t "lIow, the DEl{ pcrforuw [)c" 
uf ",.laptivc 'ystems to I>e [[LOle whm, than 'tatic [[Lo<llLlalio[) 'y'l~ms while ,imlLlta!"-'<JlL,ly 
pr""itii[)1( b~tter ' l=t",1 efficien.·y at Hit'" "'''1("' uf SIR. 
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Uf, THE PROPOSED AH\.PTH'E SCHEME - ADAPTIVE CD,uA 
fable ,1.2 ,ummari,e!' the ,hffel'cnt opemt,ing lllO(le!' ~Y~ilablc fur ~dapting Iht) ,},s\('m. Thl'y 
proyide:J" more ,diable tr>Lll"mi, siolllillk tha,] the QPSK 2/-3 rate mod~ for" giv~n ree";,,, 
power, Figme ,1.(; ,how, t he frame performan"e of the 5 m~in m(Jdes of Ih~ '-"stem, 
4.7.4 Ai\.IC Algorithm 
Th~ al!,:orithm for th~ implemcntat>oll of A"lC i, pr=nted below, 
"ICS 
r 
N" ,T."","" ':"iSS;OT! ' f,.') [N R < r ",m 
,\[(,',111 I ",;, < SI" 1l < r" 
I M('S2 ill', :s SINH. < r" 
where .'lies!. = 1, 2, ", MeSN ~"" mudubl.ion and, ,.ding , d>oDlCS and al''' li.'<.cd from 
(,he l(Jw!).'t d~lfL hit.' pt)r 'ymh<,1 {I\ r'" 
4.8 The Proposed Adaptive Scheme - Adaptive CDlvlA 
rIO I h i" Section. "" ad>L!Jl.iv~ CD~r,.1, al!,:uril hm is propu.:;ed fur dli~ient WdlO re;ource lllana)!;~~ 
m~nt (RR"I ) for ,mdlitc "y,teIlli. T hi, nlgorithm combine:; CD:\lA m"d"btion adaptat.i"n 
"'ith MCS paxanwter adaptation, It i, well kn(JwD that high'" order modulat ions m~}' give 
iJetl~r S)le' t.ral dfi, ielH Y ~t II", <JXP(""" uf w",-;;t) bit c,ror p\1fOnrmfl l~' [99, 1001. A low(', 
,h"nnd ,udiflg ral-(' has " lwtlcr "nor conedio" c"pabilily (h~n \h~ """'~ t!'P~ of t'()ding 
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4.11, THE PROPOSED ADftPTIVESCHEME- ADA.PTfIIE CDMA 
i;'~' I , 
r " No T, , 
\ICSI r~ 
\ICS2 r , 
r , MGS:l , 
Fjgum 4,7: Fl owrh~ri. "f adaptive modulation and coding' 
wilh a higher coding' mtc. Thu" wii.h ~, prop,," romj,j""U"" "I' Ihe ,,,odulation order and 
rhannd coding rate, it i, pOffilblc to design a ddillitc "d· of m{Kh,latioll " "d ('(Hli,,!, ""hr"'~, 
"ueh thaI. "" i"cre&j,.l 51"" tral .ffir-ir.nr.y ('a" h~ adueved in gnod channel conditioru as 
illu,trated ill I.he J!t'<' ,iou> ",,<;110'" nf thl ' Ch~pt rr It i., al.,,, po""blc to incre""", the bit 
.. at~ furth,'r by the u,* of tloe prOf.res;"g ga;" I'm a give" hICS, when the channel conditions 
allow The "lg'O[ithIllI'""""-'IlUHi i" ,hi> work ,dO'('iJ< II", "umher "I' ptw,-";.si,,g gain an,j the 
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1.8, THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE SCm;ME - AD.1PTn'E CDM.4 
.'I I CS per tnmomi,slUn ,,>ell that thl' incrcall<' in the number of proc<'SSin~' gain io prioriti""", 
ovcr the incrc-usc in the higher order modnIation and eodin~ scheme, 
To~cther "ith the !l..'I.JC, proccsoin~ gain transmission provide", an addillonaI diml'nsion 
alld thereh .. i"er~""'¥'d ~ra.,,"larii.y Ic" lhe ii"k adaptatio" Whil e AMe llrO YKi(>e a ('<.tar"'.' 
adapt"tion to thl' clw.nnd, th" me of pruca;.,ing g"in brings thl' 'finc llJrning' co th~ :;elecl('<1 
.'IICS, Obviously, an al~orithm i, nocded to select thl' .'I.JCS and the numkr of processing' 
gaill The obi"" (.]YO! h "0 Hl axiHlhc th c hi .. rale loy ,eb:ti"g thc ril\h(, cOHlhi"atioll for thc 
nllml><', of proce;,inl\ g~i n J "nJ lh~ .'IiCS 'i, giYl'n" t'h~nnel (on,lit;o" p_ T.d I (Pi';) ~ f;j 
bc the framl' error raW ",,"ociatl'<i with the state li,j) as a function of p , anJ g(p) bc the-
probability de"sit} f",,,,-tion of fi _ Also, let <",.,1"," i>e the framc error threshold which 
ciffi l"'S tbe lIlaximllm tul':ruhl., mrO[ , Tl", lIl illi"Ll irn "kUlll e\ ('{Hldidoll whirh i, requir ed for 
state (i,)) ouch that ~",,"d" l; not l'Xccc<k>J io g"ncmlOOJ ~nrl sho"'n in Fig urf 4,8 , ~nJ i, 
given by 
(1,3) 
(4,4) 
whero fi i, i" dB _ The bit rate ,,",;,odated with t he ,taw (i. j) is given hy ",j = jr" where ri 
i, tll<' bit rat~ ,,,.,oei"i,e<l with \h~ .'IiCS i 
4,8.1 Adaptive CDMA Al;!;oritllIll for Rice-lognormal Channel 
This Section pr~"cnto un au~p\i Y(' COl--IA "lgorithm lor uiUcrl,!}\ U>Rr, given ihf >R\ of pf(~ 
cffising' gai"s and 1'1CS. 1n the t rooitional adaptiye COMA algorithm t h(' paramet('rs such 
""' llidall ]( f",1.or, SIl\U, }-i" axc i"pnt illto th e oy"teHl, The !lidan K f",- tor are nsod 
to ""I thc chanllel pll.!an>C\ero_ Artc. arqnioit\cm 01' t he rcqlliroo parameters, the a lgori'-hlll 
asks whether or not the CU.'I1A lllodnlation p:uametcro ha,'c bOi''' set , If ",), Ihe al~orilhHl 
oomp arc:< the cnrrcnt ('\.alHl d paramete", with ihc Olle" of the pr .... iOlio HI (m' '' ll i Tl", "ll'/~ 
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H, THE J'ROJ'OSElJ ADAPTiVE SCHE~IE - .1DAPTIIlE C'D.\!A 
.'(,0) 
' •....• , f, ., 
"\ [\'" "- , 
" 
1'\ 1'\ 
~r"! 
/' "-
"" " "" ", " , 
bcgins, The channel parameters are ,e\ liml, Ncx" C'Dr-JA m()dui" I ion 1'" r~ rrl('tfr, (mt~jlll,,-
tioll irv~) :If " ,,,I p[t><' %>illg ga.ill G,,) aTO' ass!gllrd The proposed algo[ithm consida RC'TP 
",t~ pnn",urirr~' mf\hod ~rrd "priorit;,,,,j proc.";.'irr~· g~irr OVt\l' "he InOCllllar.ioll alld coding 
«:heme. Thl' operations of t he I<lgofilhm i;,; cxl'li<inoo hdow "nd n,,· 110wchan j, 3h"w" irr 
FigUl'c ·j,D, The algorithm highlights ho"" the pro<:l'ssing gain and the Me'S Me ""k,:,~.,j irr 
ordrr to increase ,,\or transmission bit rate, 
• St~p 1: Init iali",,' the,lale (;.)1 to (I, 1), 
• S\~p 2: ('hrck I.h~ rhl<Jlrrr] corrdi,ion" wlwthH i, b good witlt l'('Sport to thc thl'c.,hold 
t'orre;;poIldlIl~' to the current st~le (i, j) If ve". go \0 "el' 3, .'1"., go \0 .\,,1' 7 
• Strp.1: ('I",d. wlwUlff ,.h~ TTliuiTTl"TTl " ",rrb(.r of pt'Ocessill~' gaill has br~n rr3£hed, If 
no\. ~o \0 "'1' ,1. Oilwrwil;t), ~() '·0 3trp 5 
• Strp '" !,.crra.,c thr numbCJ' of proces.,ing gain, Go to stcp 2. 
• Strp 5 ('Iu""k whed",.' U", TTlax;nl\lTTl hIes is mv·h",!. If not. go t.o strp r, Othrrwise, 
~u to "leI' 7. 
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4,8, TIIE PROPOSED ilDAPUiiE SCHEME - ADAJ>:J'NE CDAIA 
r< 
" 
• IH I 
i Start 
~ 
1 
" [-~ [-
, 
" 
> 
", 
, 
No T< 
Figure ,1,~' FlowchaIt of adaptive CDhlA algorithm wi~h a priOl'ii,ise.1 prncessin!-( g",n 
• Step G Ch~nl':c lhe sl ~I (, to ("'1 + 1, 1) Go (0 ~tl'P 2_ 
• Swp 7 Compare tI~" iJit ,,,",os Ih"t corrt'"j'JOm\ to ~~al-e~ (m""l) am\ (m2.T!,) , and 
oolee" the 'taw "hich gives ~he high~T bit 'ate_ 
In sl ep 2, t.he al!-(o,it.ilm (h",b the dlUI"'''') <condition" and increases the lJUmber of processin!-( 
gain ill order to ilL(,Wa.sc the bit rut" as shown in steps :l - 4. Tht' ""xl. highe, MCS is ('J<i'lm ilLed 
on1>' whH] 1 he maximum numl"" of pro(',-""iHg gain is reached as in ;teps ,j - G_ In [".ct. give n 
a dlUI",!.'l ('ondition. higher MCS with Il. given number of pr''''''""in~ g"' l'J does not lLr["""~Til)' 
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j,8, THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE SClIEME - ADAPTWE CDMA 
give a higher hit rate than the previous />.lCS wilh a !Tw.xiTILuTIL numl_'r or prt><',,,<sin~ ~~ine_ 
TIm", tlw 1a.,1 slep i;; to cberk and make "Ufe Ihat the ,tate with the high,,,t b it r".k i, 
,.-,lrctNL In thie ~I~orithm, ~ high<r priority io given to increa.", ,Dc number of plocc",;iltg' 
~ain, llle\c"i.l or I.hr 1!CS 
In 1 hie wor Ie ; denol ,," jotnl modulal, ie'" and coding schem~ (/>.!CS), j denote" proc'C<"iltg gain. 
The prorCiming gain is prioriti.>< .. r! owr MeS_ Thr'~, p r,-":"",,in~ ~~il" ""~ <'onsidcrod, They 
aro :12 , 64 ~nd In. Let /,.j(pJ = fjj denote t he Ir".,,,,, error r",I.(· (FER) aefiO(:ial,·d with I.lw 
,taW (i,j) then Pi,i -- J,~l(",."m·''''',j and enO! em,," is giYen as: f,ApJ = j"l(P- IOh)g'lnU)) 
Thr ~daptive COMA ~lgorithm for o~tellite channels has bem dmigned to get a, !Tll,c:h 
,hroughpu I !IS J"-",,iblc whilt! ~"aranl"dnK a BEl tori 0 ,_ If tmn,lal,ing I,hio into prioriti""d 
adaptive CD~lA method, it mea", that the 'J'sle,,, will fin" ,,,,ploit Ih,· prt)(,,,;einj( ~ain 
"~'linj( with thr lowcet. The 100,~r the prO<'c.saing gain the higher the speclrai "Hi,"'""'-' 
(throughput) The al~oril h'" con . ,i(\errd the ~ I CS ~ftcr allthr proresoing gain, hm" b,= 
exploited, The a1gorithTIL ""ts it" pam!Twl"'rs b"",~d on Ihi, rule 
4 .8 .2 Simulat ur alld ASSUlilptiullb uf the A IgudttUll" 
In the last Scctiolt, adapti"e CDMA olgoril hme lor Ric,~lo.-",,,,,,,,a1 chan"rl have been pro-
posl'd. The algorithm, whirh is lor satellite dwmtcl w,,,biuc, Rkc-I()j(no, n",1 paramrtrrs 
with COMA moduhl ion ad~ptation parameters, In order to e'-aluate the a1g-orithme by ,im-
ulatione, a e''''ulator l' huill.. Fi~"re 4_1 0 I'l'""""nt< tho block diagram of the oimulator that iI; 
'''''-'r! to evaluate ,he' alg-orii.lwIO (bij(l\('(L Fi r"I., r~nde"" d,~nnel pal'~m~tero am genl'ratcd, 
Il",,,,d on the rhannel pllJ:amclel's, the adapt-iYe CDMA aigOlid", ,,, aBsigu wI CD1!!\ ",od· 
ul~tion J",mmeter;;, At thr l'ecl'iver, the signal" rome to the CDMA de,,,or!uhtor throug'h 
the cimuueL The nER amI I.hwughpul for (,,,,,h tranemi".,ion ",re cal,'ulatod 
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.-.d ... ",. CC'~~ 
• 
~, I ~Ip'_t"" Mo;J, j",,, 
H 
f-.... ,.'" 
K, peE , SNil of H,.-~ "," 
"""-'<9-""""" CI-_ ...... , 
p",,,,,,,,,,,,, 
r"'''''Q''P '' ~J [:;,j ,~.w, W.M 1--==cJ o""""~."" 
~" c*~ .""" ~. 
hgurc ,UO: Simlllator of Adaptive CDMA Algorithm' 
• Perfect eham",l e,timJ tioll i, ,,,"umc'<i, a"d 1.)", algorithm Obi,,; lh t he d'Jnnel "il.",.([on 
without any dehy: 
• The tim" d mJtiu" bet"''''''Il ("-1) et>IJ>I('C " ('VC t r"l",mis,iu'''' is ~"smnrd to be eno"lfil for 
algorithm" to fin"h ,,'<Signing parameten;. ln other word,. the algorithm' e,," alw",", 
ohtain tile current rhannel ,itu"tion in time Jnd ",sigll [)Jum>Cter, ,uec<-'S,fully 
" Signals at the t",'mmit "nt-ennJ' "rc completely ,,,,correlated '" well '" "t t he rL\;eive 
~ntenna.'; 
4.9 Simula tion Resultn 
MAl' I."rbo dec~~ler ane! 1/.1 11I1'bo encoders with the general.or POlY"'CJlllials of (;, (7.510 
wcre coIl'Jide,ed for the ,irrmhtil)ll_ The illfor"' Jlioll "-'quelle" lellglh, k, ",hie'. "'pres'ml, 
the enroded sequenre length, i, ",'<Sumcd to he 1,02·1 bits. The turbo encoded sequence is 
illterlc",~,j with a size 2"· t, N.od:-illtcrlcaYCI. where 'a' alld 'b' are the maximum allowable 
integcrs for a given ><Xjllener size_ Bl'SK/ Ql'SK mr~lul,.(ion is a.'sumoo for d,.(,. dem(Kl· 
6\ 
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J,9. S1AIULATlO!\; J(ESULTS 
"lation at, the ]'(leei\'('r, G, ~ 32.(,4, 121\ is a.,,-,nmerl for COMA 'y<Ie"L ('Tlk"", olh,n"~ 
;;t!<ted, we """,,me ,he upli "k d La""d ,n be ~nmJ""~u of L = 16 palm aDd un('wrdatt'd, 
Ric""lng'"JrIllal fmled patm, 
4 .9. 1 Throughput P erformance ufthe Proposed Adaptive COl\1A 
Algorithm 
• IJ 
Figure .1. II: Simul!<l,ion rcsults ;;huwing the t.hroughput. of 1 he CXl8ting a.daptivc Illgorit,hm.< 
alhl thc proposed a.dapti\'(' algorithm 
The lhro"ghpn\ p"rlorm",,(~' ollh,., exi'liTlg adILp,i,'~ "l~ori\hnJij "compMed wilh the p[(~ 
1""",-,1 adaptive alg,"·i\h",. Arl"pli,.., mouulal,lIH1, A!o.lC, adapti,.., CDMA and the pWP'",-'<i 
algorit.hm are exBIllinod, The r",nlt< aN' pN'SeDI.",1 in Figure 4.11 Given t.h~ '" me r<lndition. 
it, i, ol)';{'rwd 11."1 \he prop,,""-) ILdapliw scheme ,ho""",, improved Ihrou~hpul oyer olher 
exi;;[,j"R algorithIll E"",,,,,iai]\,, ,he lrauitio"al arlapti"e CDMA algorithm i< c"mpar~'<i wilh 
the pnorilc<ro "d.'pti,'e CDMA "Y""'''' A" ,how", Ihe prop,,.,.,.\ N!\orilhIll " an enhaocw\ 
version of the existing ooapt,ive CDMA ;;y,(em lor ;;a\ellite cha",,~l 
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,1.[), SIMULATION RESULTS 
4.9.2 Effect of Throughput on Radio Resource I\.ianagclllclit Ai-
goritillJlS 
, ~"., . 
The result. in Figure ·i.12 show.' differrnt gradi ng of radlO r""ourees, l'he adaptive modnlation 
is "n exa][jple of grad l~l with a [e""uree aJlJ ie" dell ok< l by',,:. T he AMC i" "" eX'<Illpl,. of 
grado-2 "ith two resomees and it ill dcnot~.a by 'b', The adaptive CD!>.!A falls imu g,,~h<-3, 
which consist, 01 t hl',,", rfSOmN'S and ii, ie dcnotoclily 'r,' Ci,y " U,e maximLLm I,ransmission 
time 01 "Nl<ie"",,,i ~e time I, II", i,hro LL!o(hpnt pcrfnrm"tlGC or I,he ",j"pl."'e ~!gOl'ilhms is 
eX"",iII ....! for gn".\t<- l. gwJt<-2 "JlJ g,,~ !e-3 I;(~" uf jmJl'Illiiter p"n'Illee..,-" '" "how ,,_ 11. I" 
obscn.".! that the increase in the number of ,,,,aibble resources at tht transIllitt~." lead to 
increru;~'<i throughpu!.. 
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4.9 sn!/.'LA'J'ION HESFLlS 
4.!.l.3 R.'l(l io Resource Management Algorithms for Downlink Sys-
tern 
So fur, the modulation level and processing gain hdve been set. Ohnously, it is ditficult for 
the mobile user to change tile number of usc,.,; in Il. cell . so this algorLthm is actuallv intendexl 
the algorithm can be explOIted for uplink ll'anSmiStllOn as well. Figure ·1.13 presents the !low 
• 
. - ,-. 
Figure .j. J:J: Flowchart of Adaptive CD)I,IA Algorit.hm for Down-link 'lrarumi"" ion 
chan. of ;;e![,in,,; ~ICS. proc~f;s in!,: j\iJn;; iIJld wlitl;;ting th" numh-cr or uS'.'r" . The algori lh m 
compare, Ihe "C"TC'lll "hm"ICI SINR, r with t he' mimmum thrmhold r min first . If it is smaIlcr 
l.hi<J1 r ",in, it mew," that the target BErt cannot be gUillilll!,eed, ewn if the 11l.1'1\cs\ (;" and 
hi,,;ilr"t ~ICS if; "'''-' il\ned. Th is "i tual;Oll is I"gged Ihe "",!cal ,celio" ill this work l rJ Chapter 
3, it if; indicll.led tila,. nn-IA 'r,le!!" "'UI "I"" inl1uc'llce t he cha,, "el "itudtion by changing 
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1.9, SIMULA110N RESI)US 
the n llmber of ,,,,ere, ,0,', In thie cas." tlw algorithm ,lfl(;'e""'" the JIUIIlber of llSers lo i"crease 
the SJ"IR '11,i. P"){;"'" will he rel'e~led M 1ll0'( five tiIllill to make the channel Sl:-JR larger 
,h~" ["",.- If (he cha"nel SIl\'R;,; still too small for tlanemif',.,ion RfWr t.lw numlll" of II""" 
ha.> Lccn adjlleted for hw tilll";, the" R Yl" tm.".,'!'fJl.c",i<i/' C"o. (~) ~(lIllIll~nJ i, ~utoIll"tie~ny 
a<'tivat.'<i by the algorithm_ I" I.hi" the,,", I.he "itu~ti(l" ;,; taggl'CI iKyond cniical condition . 
It ie de", [mIll the floweh~rt th ~t tmn'IIli"JiIH' may be ~crfornwd jf a ,,,,,r enlers inlo crilical 
conJitioll but absolulely no trans.mi,sion if a ,, ""1' ;,; beyond r.ritir.al oondition. 'n", "eer" in 
a crilical condition Rrc cxpedcd to mRin'Rin (,lwir (,l(lS I.houg h til(' thTllllghplit lll~y "ot be 
, 
I 
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Figmc ·I.B, Impact of ",loo"lation lcvel 
,1.9.1 Impacts of R arl io Resources Ull adaptive CDD.-IA Algorithm 
rhis Sect-ion e'-Rlu"te:< Ihc iml'~ct>; (If ""He r",lio paramel-Crs on the adaptive CDMA RI!(G-
.-il hm Ileing eimlll~tioll'. The algorilh'''' have been designed (" guarant,,,, R t'!'T(ai li (,"""_ 
m;i,sitm (,l(lS (h"'" DER" sello he 10-") and to get as tlll.ch IhrOl.!(hplit '''' ~ .. "ible. The 
Rlgorit-hm ,,,,S;1'.' "" .. 1. I.ill1" b~,.,..l on lhe inslant channel situation_ The imparts of ",.me I'~_ 
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Figure ·1.13: Impact of proccs,ing gal" 
, - . --
"1 
1 
, 
l'ame,""r, a.';.,i!',ned by the al~cJfahm, durin!', the ,im"l«tion pcr~><l arc shown in Figures ,j, 1-1, 
4. 1 i, ~nd 4.16_ The l:'i~ur", pl'",e,,~ ~he impa,-l, of mori11la1.ic'" I~vrl" mte anri 1.)10 p",ces,in!', 
gain for the transmi"ion rcspccti""l)", 
mod"lalion lcvel , 11} , With BPSK and QrSK for in,tuTLce, 1 and ~ bit, e,,,, be transmittt'l 
cwpl' earh ,ymbol, rrnpe,-I,ively. The thl'c"'~hpm in iYp,,/Hz defined ,.s the mtio of the 
nmnbHl' of informat,ion bit, lransmilt.c<l slto-rMfully 1.0 I,he tc~,alnltmber of bits tr'UlsmiUoj 
unci ",ulllpi ierl wil h I h~ Il'un.,,,,i.,,-,ioll r~1 e normulb'fl b,' Llw bimdwidth, i, plot I I'(] ill l'i!',llrH 
4_14 !t i" om.·rvc,.1 th~l "ith th" illcre"...., in "'orlul~lionl~ .. ~I, (he lh","!',hp"1 merea.",,_ 
Figure ,1.1" plots the throughput for Ill" CDUA "cherne as a function of the average ru:eivcd 
1':,/No ,,·ith I';;,a",.,ll'r G._ li. ;., oboerw'fl (hal I.hH lhro11~hp"t i'll"r~a",," with iill im-reasr in 
Gp _ Figur~ 4_1ti plol' Ihe throughl'ull'or \l~.' CD"lA "",hellw """ r",'c,ion or t.he u,waj(r 
r=iv~-d E,/No wil.h parametcr R. Also, the throughput for the CDMA ""hcme ',i, ... -re"-'<-" 
as Ihe oorling n"e incrca.;o:J 
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J-'igmc 1.15: Impact of Rate 
4,9.5 Percelltage Usage of Radio Il.cwllrccs III adaptive COMA 
System 
, 
, ,,_,,"",0., 
Figure --1.17: PcrCclltage of procmsiIlg gNIl ,-",cd 
The perccntage cOlltribu tiOIl' of the PClU""",tCI' ,n,d ,-,,1m'" in I er1IL' "r I )1('ir IJ"'*,' in adap',iv~ 
CDII!A system Me mca;urcd. Figure, ,1.17. ,1.lb ,n,d '1.I~ ,how, dl(' I-'crC'f'n,,,w· "r .. hE' 
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i' 
! , 
, 
Figure 4.18 P""t'!'TJI.~g" of ",orh,l~tion used 
'"",. , 
u""f'," of th,' pmc,-,ssill!\ ~~in G,,, modulation Ill. "-' well '-" mod"htio" uuri eorlin~ c.rhDme" 
IIICS dming thc' "irr",ht io" . i'mm l'igme ·1.17 it is found that om alf',oril.hrrL "",i~,~,j "-
pmcc'8sing' 8',i" of 32 for 75.3:l% (jf II", IHI"missions, "- processing gain of 1)4 for I~.lr!r, or 
the transmisoion8. und " ]lr(jn""in~ g·"iu of 128 for ".'/i% of the tr.msmissions, Figure ,1. 1 ~ 
"how the pcreentage of mage of each of the "O{}(\ul"tion lewl" d" riTJ g th~ "im"l,," ion. 13PSK 
""" uo<-u for 56 :11% "TJ(j QPSK 10)' H,5U% of the transmissions, Figurc ·1.19 p .. c·""m thc' 
pcrccntc,-!\c of '''''8" of ,'uch of [,h~ MCS. In om si,m,liLtio"". ,'l5,R7% of thc \ran'mi~,i(j'" 
e"pl(jitcu \TCS1 15.2>0% 1I1C.~2, 10.81 70 ~ICS:l. 11.97% )'ICS4, IL~7% 1I1CS', and 12,~~% 
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4,9. SIMULA'lIO!,' RESUL'l'S 
t..lcsr;, All setting' can changc with the dlllnnel ,iluation, 
4.9.fi Performance Comparison of Fixed R.adio H.e~ollrce~ aud Adap-
tive CDMA Sy stem 
ror cOl letant IlEll ojwraUOlI; th~ BEll arMi th~ avm,agr nonmLlizoo throughput a&'ain,t aver-
"ge reference SIn "n' ,Iwvo'll in F i)';ur<' 4.2U wit h dilTerenl wLl..,."., of ("OTI I,ol pan''''~t"r, Tlw 
llEB curve>; of the prup..,.;cd 8cilCme lbttcn whcll it re""h,,, the adaptation wnw'. ~d'ie\in)'; 
I,m con""ant BEll. pnrJ>ffif', Thi" is becanSO' the "witching thl'e,holds of the propo,ru " .. heme 
m"kf. the i,,,t.a.nt.aneons BER relatively inocnsitive to the variation of instantaneom SIR in 
the ,Ldapblion m.r LW', DilTe rt'nl "omwl \,,,lnt' gh'es diIT~r~"t ad"l't"tio" , aTl g~ a"d diIT~,~"t, 
BER I~vcl at t,hc ftatlcn pos,tion , Al high SIR I,ighcr tl,roughput is Irmkd with lower th,,,, 
"~,"'",""r" I'IER OTI t-h~ ""1",, hfU Ld, fLt, 10,,"' SIR th~ !JEll is k~pl. Iowa, th" eXpeTLe" of lower 
thwugl,l'u!. Wilh t.hi" "ilualion, '~ I al'\i'" Os ,"id to Le ,,>Lus\ I.,> dmnn" ''<JTldiri,'f'' "Ti d "" TI 
n.d,iew botl, pt'rfornl1IIK" and I In' >ughp '" CIt t ht' "CUlt<, lime 
7:) 
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4,9, SI.\WLA'1'ION RESULlS 
• 
., . . 
. .. :. 
+ EiE~ - 1 0'l 
....... BEP"'" 
---e- 8ER _ D ri'. 
4.9.7 I lup<lcts ur spectral efficiency UII BER 
III the previo"s ""etion, thp impact of 'T}I.-t ral Cm"~llC\' 0" chaTllLd quality i. examined , IlL 
t,his section the impal-! of spe< tra! ~J1id~IlCY on the p~xfmmance of a.dapliw CDMA a.lgorithm 
i" examim~l di t'"",ly. To .",ami,," thi., I.h11", "..1.; or ,,,,itdlL 111\ 1.,,,,1, c,"' esl-'omli lL~ 1.0 SI"'1l. 
fut, the mod ubt-iufL aml COOilLg ,cI"."",,, i, '''''It,,,~(J Th~"., BER larg~l for QA!<.! are (1.1%, 
l '!c and lIJ'!c, The SIKR r,tn!,\es corresponding 10 the three differcnt DER targct s havc been 
d~.,crihoo T he hrst thmg to not., about. the llF:H prrfOnlldnCr and spflCual effic iency uf 
I«laplivc "y,tem is that lLO "o[]·l«lal-'l ivc ,cheme "huw" provide, bt-tte" pet'ron"alLc~ while 
,iHLuilmlooWJiy providi"g Letter spec\I'al ~m{'i~llry- In uthe, "<onb, AMC pruvides the best 
combination of energy and spoctral efficicncy of any of thc mDdulatio ll sche m",. This is 
tn [", ~.xped,ed . While hx~d ,d,emes ~it he,' achieve good sp"",(o al ~1tid~ncy I)t' Kond elle"l\Y 
efticiency hut not hoth, AMC iIKr ra.,,.,; spectral rfti'- i~ll(,y wit hout. sacrihfinK petfmm""",, 
Figurc 4.21 BhowB the t hrOl,ghp ll t pcrfOl man,-,,, of th~ I.In"" ,elm "He e'" BP.T1. rot, ideal "il uatiolL, 
While FigLLre 4.22 showB t he t.hron~hpn t p<'xformanc" of uw al~Ol'ithm . It i. ol_,y"d that 
H 
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1.10, CHAPTER SUMMARY 
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figure 4,21: Comparing DER target un the PH))"-,,,,-,l S'-Sl"tn 
'" tlw \"rgel nlm is inrr~',,,,,,, L the spectral etticien'1' is also mcre",cd, Thus a trade urI' Call 
I.e made betv.',,",n p'o[fonnance ami oP",·,I.I·al Mtieirnf'} by d'~lJK'nK t·he [;EH target and thus 
;;witching levels . That i. BER = 10- 1 ha, bdler "I",,-,tral ('haracl"rblics t·l,~n syswnii; with 
nr;;n ~ 10-" ~nd BER = H) 're'pc<-1:ivcly. 
4,10 Chapter SUlllmary 
Tn lh is Cl,~pt~t an adapr.i "p ~lgorithm for radio reoour~" managemeut is propu,,.,d_ Ada ptive 
cn~TA aJgmithm [or ;;atellitc channel; i, dC\-.,loped, These algorithm, ",sign rwxlulatiurL 
and coxling parameters HL arf.,rdan,-,,, ,,'i(1 , \l ,p i",t.anl.~nf{jus channel sit.LI~tions, Thp ob-
jective of these algorithm. io \Q get as much l. hroughput '" pUl<sibl~ LInder lh" f.,neli I iUrL vr 
gu~ra.ntodng ~ cert.ain transmis,ion quality, These algorithms ha.'" been explamro irL detail 
and t h~ ,imulation ",'Suit" have b""n given, The "imulation results mdicated that siglLific alLt 
rhroLlghput, ean be obt-a;no<l by the algorithms, T he algorithlll is d~\"eloped Wilh refere[.·'eo 
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4.1Il ('HAJ'TBl\ 8UAJM.Al<"Y~ __________________ _ 
10 (jthe" ~xisting adaptiv~ algorithms. The impacts of >aITIC parameters on th~ algorithm 
hav~ Lee" ilL"'''tigaloo Th.> PrfJl""",J adai>li.~ COMA aiKorilh,,, for satellil,· ,.",Ien" k 
a resources-control algorithm. Th~ differcnce i>etwe" n the algorithm and th~ other adap-
li,'~ COMA aiKt>Tilh", for s&t.(·llil~ cha",,~l, i. that lhi., II1I':0ril.h,,, is developed '0 t hat the 
pmn"sing gai" r.; prioritiscJ o\w Ihe Il.,><luial.i(llL alLd c-OJi"~ ,ch~",,·. I\JOrl'fNer, the U'ler 
panuueter is emplo."ed for the J,uwniilLk s."stem. (',dike Illa"." al!(Oril.hm". which adopt a '"u 
transmit' method " .. hen the transmit P""'Cf is lxyond the minimum threshold, in this work, 
uscr para,neler i., c"uked whrna,w a 'critkill cundiliolL' occm, The critical condition i., 
ilLilialt'ci in th" ,h",1:; and il i, Jefin~J "" the ,i,ua,ion wh~n the transIllll. po,wr is lwy,-,.,J 
the minimum threshold. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
II, this UK,>,;'; ourr"",flll ~lgO!itlllffi for auti{Jtivc em,,1 A "\(xllll,,Uon for Hiee-Ing'normel) dHUL-
nol, have boon prup=~l. Till,;'.' a11l,.itbrns have heen lluplcrncnkd in hro~db"n<i dirf'Ct 
,p"d,,,,,, - "ode .-J.ivisiOll multiple ~t'"""" (US-cu~t.\,) Mi.cllitc networks for the O!)l.imi",J]on 
or ,,""rcch' av"il~hle radio rcsour= and for the ,etili""l.ion of "exl wildes., gcncratirm in 
s~\dlitt' "!"tCIIl. G()(~'I , ,,,,,,It, have bern obtained in tern", of Qd:l ""d throllghput gains 
gi\"Cn a target BER of 10-' . Tl., fli,,,,,,;! ... i."dmiq,", and r"te corr'lmtiblt' I'UlLcl.",r,d I.mbo-
code (ReI'T), wili,,, han been found to give irnproyrd I.hro"~hp,,t pcrfmmancc ill a dirt"i 
'"'IUl''''''' (US) CD!>lA arc cxplnitod. Abo, po"~'r col\l.rol "nor (PCE) and Ihe Hice K factor 
have bl"''' cxploiwd ~I t Iw cila",,") ",",ting', Beside the ilL·,kpth dcS(;rj pi io'" and identifica-
tions of the ,atelliw network l'PquirernPllb, the following are the lldjor dctivitic" thai haw 
hem performed in thi, tlm;>; 
The cha.nnel ami 'y"tcm model h,we b0<en pr_nl.rd. Filst, the ~bannd charactcrii;tit'S were 
di""",,,,,,II"'-'OlI on its categorization, lwmely tbe IUli1,C-,..;a1c u.nd '1Il,,1l-"'~1~ ffulin~ channels. 
LUl!\c""mle f"din_~ i, "'~inly represented by t he pat h I",". dnd i, mu",~l by lun~_di,t~nce 
pl'opIl.gation Snwll-,..;alc bding p,_nl., the ~tfed "f milltipath transmis:lio!L. Suh;~'qucntly. 
~ban!lcl mudel con,ideroo w'" briefly d_ribf,.·!. Th" ll(~'lrl is lJa,,,,,d on the Ricc-Iog'nonudl 
distributimL. The influence of ni "~ f( f"doc and power ",ntrol ClIOr (PC£) OIl channel 
ll<xlcls were di>cu>;;cd u.nd yul iddl.ed II. i., round Iw ,i",,,lation th~t ,.s the l\' factor dccreasa;, 
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there is a degnriatiolJ in lhe system IX'fl0mmnce wh ... n ,Il(' peE " hdd ""ll ,(nll( . Simil ~l'l", 
pedOl'm".nr~ degradation or.cur, as t.he PCE is increased when the J{ factor is held constant. 
The ,tratcgy and work procedures of adu.ptiYc modulation ~lgorithms, which i, unique h"ve 
been outlined. It has hoon indicated that there are two aspect, to the activity of ~daptive 
m,~j"jalioll 1.)", ",,,,[,,la/IOn and wdinq .,~he",e (MCSf and dwnad. The dllumcl situation 
determines thc adu.ptivity of the lIlooubtion p~rmneter>. It h"" bC~"l propa;c<1 in this the"i, 
Ih,," im'ffitill"tmg ad""ti ve modulation i, ,ilfieorent from investigating traditional modulatioo 
III tmriiiiun") n"xlu)~tion; l>8.,ic modubl.i"" (t'chllo)ollY os ,l"died ~tod eomhito"d with toe .. ' 
tedmoloi\i~," (}{ mooiri~<1 fOl irr'p'''''''U'''Il(. In ad"p\i,-., moou lnt ioll, it i, pren~l"ioite ,0 
,turiy the It'la(lOmhip;< withinp~rlUlteters in ,he "'\II'" domwn and betwl~"l the P"'-"'llt'tt'l:; 
in another domain. Therefore, to build an efficient adaptive modulation ~lgorithm, it is 
)C'I"irc<1 to fi",( c"ny Uln tht' rd"tir.H"bip ,l,"-ty A),o, n~~iion'hirs ",,,m,g I)", CD"IA 
modulation parameters are ll.Ilalyzoo together with the par~metcrs in Me'S f(}{ the design of 
~d"p\ive CD"IA "lll'~'il.h"h'. 
The dcYClopmcnt of adaptive ,tcogini\ and gruupini\ h"" been put forw",d. It i, indic~ted 
Ihat the adaptivit)' is dependent un the number of available rcrourc,,". It has alw hoon said 
th~( to mRn"ll~ ihe radio l'€'\OurCffi clficieni.ly, groUPlnll of the available radio paIametm i, 
ilUl}urtatot. 
P"'illl,Her uf int~rc",llIl codiIlg and lIlod ulatiun 'y,tt'lIl' i, the thro ughp ut. Th., i, " IlJe"-'lIre 
uf the total informatioo rat~ being wccl1lSfully transmittoo Il.lld received over the multiple--
~CCffi' netwurk. T hroughput focmulas for CDMA sy,tcms have been dcri''Cd and parameters 
inHuencing the throughput oj thffie systems haw 1",,,,n indimiefl. The lhmughpui fOl'Hlula fOl' 
CD"IA ,,·'t~n" ito l.~l'Il" of hi t l«l.e;.; illdic~te thM lb., bit m(e of CDMA ,;",te1m "lineClrly 
proportiunw. to the coding rate and tran,mi"",iun bandwidt h, logaxithmicfLlh pwporl.iotofLl 
to the mOflul~tiOl ' level, ~"d ito, .... 'eh· 1"'01>",·(io",,1 w tbe PW",.",;iIli\ :s~in FollowiIlg the 
di:;cu"ioH of pmmllet= inilucnciIlg throughput, the parameter, inHuencing lloS axe im",,;-
ligated. 
Tbe kl.,ic sundur .. and char"cteri,tic, of the AI\·1C 'yst-ems haye been describ ... L D,H'erent 
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"Megmie; of nM)(lul~tion e)';;t,rn,;; It~ve been described. Simulations, which investigate the 
£,ains of different adaptivc ,,,hcmc," in lel'JIl" (jf \he tlm",ghpuc lliwe bt"n t"~rried no,1.. The 
infiuenrc of the throughput on HER is considered", well, A dctailed dc:;uiplion of \hc gai,,, 
of A"IC ;;yet,·ms ie giwn and romp~rcd to adaptive CDSIA systems 
Algorithn" for radio n\>Oure," n"'''ilgcJllc"t have 1x'C" ~ro~ (N"d. Ada~\ive CD"IA algo"; I hm:; 
for sat.ellite channrls have bren dQ;i~ncd, These algoritlu:ua have been evaluated by simula· 
tio,," and good n,<ull" have lX'Cn obtained The algodthms ".' .. ~i.o;" modu]al.ion pal'ameters 
suitable for the instantaneous chan""l "itualion. Pcrfect doanne! t".>timatio" i" ","umc~l i" 
our algorithms. Too objf'<'tivr of these algorit.hms is to get as much throughput as poosiblc 
u"drl' I.he cowlitio" of .o;ua,a"I.OO"g a e"l'tain tra"",,,;;;;;ion qu~lity, 1" I.hr ~daptive CDMA 
algo'i\hrn 1'01' :;atclli(e t"hannt'Ls. prioritioed procc","i,,& gai,," OVt'l' ~ICS and a :;olmio" to 
'crilieal section' at the dow"link tra"~JIli,"io" have l>ce" i"trodU<1-,], SiJllulatiO<t rcsult" 
;;how \hal, our fllgorithm achieve;; an improved epertral efficienry ovm thr traditional A~IC 
and adaptive CDMA for "atdlite eh",mel •. 
fut.dio rcsou'n\'; have bet'Il cvaluated )x"""d 0" lX'reenlagt' of the paramt'lcr> and valuc," in 
term of their u""i\c in adaptiw CDMA :;y"tcm. Thi, me",uremcnt" i:; i"e.-itable for tht' I'adio 
rc;our~", JIlanag'cJIlCl,t, Thu:; thc amou"t of the [l"SOurCC" uoed durin£, tra,,,,m;';',ion and the 
energy SIlwd could he det.ermined, 
In thi;; thesis, a prioriti;".Cd ~daptive CD"lA ~lgorit,hm has bern examined for DS·CDMA 
..:twllitt' "r,work". j, i8 e(Hteluded lha\ this I .... o""""d al.o;orilhm imwovt''' ,ht' throllgh~ut at 
dilTeft'nt level of rc"OO<Irl"'''' available to t.llt' "y"km, Thus the alg'orithm that lw, l.~n d(~ 
,;<:ribcd hw; l.tOlentlallo improve reliability, aW..ilability, performance a"d robu,t,,=. ThCllC 
improvt'!!wnts are due to radio rc;oure~ ma"agement algorithm", This optimised method of 
"~dio rmource man~gemrnt. hM helped to inrrra."" t'apadlie; and ;mp"ow perfo""'ant'e of 
wireb '}'"teHI!l 
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5.1 IlECO.~IA1ENj)ATlONS J<DII FUTL'Hl:.' IIDHK 
=""""-------
5.1 Recommendations for Future \Vark 
Ad"ptive morillbLicm alWHil.hms han, l>cpn proposeri succe;sfully in this di>scrtalion. The 
following recommendations an- given for rUl ur~ 1'0'01 k 
It "hould be llowd that adapti,... lllodu1~\ion :u,d coding i, a powerflll tedmiqne to improve 
spectral cfliciellc), ow", fading' channels. and "an nlso b<- me<.\lo m""l the different rleb", 
BEll, Il.nd riala ral." rcqulIements of dilferenl type; of medill.. Shallnon theory offer" some 
YIl.I,,~ I ,Ie insight. into good ariaptive slrll.l.rKie:s, IIlt.hough these strategics do nol al"",ys work 
well in practi<'e. Much work remains in d"Vdoping' good ad:<ptive strategi", ,,"~ecially on 
",tdlite channel •. for multi-aO<'C>s and broadc"->t system". For multiuser sj",tems ad~ptive 
mod Illation can he ro,,,bi,-,,.rl wit.h other ari"!'t.ive reoource allocation polici", such "-> dynamic 
l'k<nn<'l :<nd hM(' station allocal ion, Adapl iV(" joint "0'''(1) and channel rooing Sl.rateKi,," thal 
l'omhiof ~,bpli \'e L"Ompr,mion wi I.h ",h41tJ\-e 'Il{,d"lal ion ",ay abo leari to goori p<'rforman,e 
in time--varying channels. 
Channel estimation is all import alit ~arl of any ad:<ptj"" '1'stelll. T he ch~'LIlel informMion is 
the inp"t for the ari,,!ltivc "rhome. However; almoot all the work donp on adaptive "ystcme 
(including (mr work) ,~",Ilm~ ~prfed channd I':<limMion ~1 both transmitter Il.nd rf'Cdvpr. 
Some w(,rk hi .. , been pr"""nlPd jn lilp'~ lllr" where rhannf'i ..,U,,,al.ion at the rf'Ceiw, sirlc 
was consid...-oo. In Ihis type of ""timation, Ihe tram,mitt~r get, the ft;'e(jk'-Ck o[ the clu<m..--J 
information from the rcec:iYer. T he need for the transmitter itself to ""timate the channel 
i. irnporU<nt l>K;"USf' the ch~nnd M,M .. <!:'!lim:<te. ~ 1 \l,,' tn.rnm;t\ .. r cM k diff...-pnt from 
the d"'nne1 ,tate fflt im~le8 at the r.-eein.". Th .. y c~n b<- motl~llNl by their joint distribution 
with the true cl,annel stale information 
In I.h" work it.' well Mother rd"I"-1 works :I.{lapliw rMe com",.tible pUllduring turbo 
co<h~ (neFT) svstem hru< b...." ""'rird out on bolh systematic bits and non-systematic bite. 
However, it has heen ,,,entioned that it wOLllri be bettpr 1.0 p"nrt.llrp anI)' tllf' non·sysl.emll.tk 
hits to obtain a higher raIl'. T hP Ilniform randOl" pLl""tllrin~ ""he,,,e AAl.llrail':< in a lowp, 
rate t.han tllf' L1ncorioo "",tem at hi~h "iKnal_to_noi".-. '"1;0 (51\11.) ro,,, gi,~ n t,.,-get ,.rror 
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5.1, R£COMMESDATlO.';'S FOR FUTURE HURK 
pnx,,,bi!ity, while th,' HUIHjo<l."H,,,I.i<; nHHk"H puncturing ,Weme "ppro'I.('h", ,h" llJlccxhl 
scheme at high S;'<R. The pctfUrmnllee of the non-'Ylltclllatic puncturi"g' ><:hemc, "oo/or 
" hyhricl ,ystem with llniform r"ncloIU pllnctmmg 1\1 low SKH Rnd non-systematic random 
pcoHclurillg ,J-t high SNR uug'ht L." he' """<Jlig"kd 10 dctrrmi"" wind, ""hrme '-" co"" for" 
particnlar situation, The ",:lapti\'" ReF T """ "1,,, be ext"nded tu f"-'t f".dlJlg, wh",,' o"e 
codc,","Ord "pam Illultiple f"di"g' blueh, ""d cOlllp"red 10 the ,>un·,,,li<ptin- "m"m". 
Fun,her" ' wly i, r('."mllJend,~l un the inflm'''cc ofth" Rili,,,, K ""d S:l"R on I.h" r"l,,\i,," W,i", 
of our adapti'" rugOlithm" , Correlation among the transmit and tceci\,c ar,t=", will be an 
inter ""ting fRctor to w mbinc in!.o tho Rclarti vo algorithms. T htee techniqlles are indicated "" 
",lut-iom to prob!cm, ill th" timC', fIl' IU"'>CY, ,,"d "1>llt'<J do"", i". TIL,· cl~groo 01 clr~r "d"nc" 
of the thrcc techniques in t hese domains is a ,ubj'.'! fot further ,tudy, 
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Appendix 
A·l: 1\ll'bO Du(:udillg A lgo rithm 
• 
EXT, 
DEC, 
-. AI',> 
• 
< 
fig"",,, I: !tu b" DcwdlIlg 
Th~ [urlo<.> ,1 .. ,OtIEr </l,,,,,o In FIgure ,i l inp,,:,; a ''''I'''''''''' <If rode ,-&I""" 14 '" {JI;.~I 
from the d", ..... I"I~I<.>t. The I."'uo) do>rodrr D Er 1 lcrodc "'-"l"'~'""" ho", I>NC J ."~l IJI:.'C. 
df'(:ooi~ ~',cn~n ',0m CXC:~. /101'\'\'11"'111 A POMf'J ,ori (MAP) '" l"OIlOOcn-d 111 cad, oJ ~J,,' 
d,~~.ooi.... J) 1:.(', ,upot< !>NIllcnl~' of .v>tcmati~ ,-81", ... 1): /1. ,0<1 I he ""Quell«. of pUJily valun 
I/;, ..,1 ENC,. D1:,(' , ollll.nll" III.'tlua!<'c "f ""It Cl/lima,,,,, FXT, (at"';",s,~ "'format"",) of 
th~ ora.!l"Ulilled data billi bl. n><l 1Il1~lk .. ,u " "l'i'li,,.j alld DLD, 'nplll' 100 inu:rlHl.'~ 
,.,.h,.,. iJt wi I h Ihp 6I'q\ ~'1lc/! of pamy V..!u<''S ...:, f",,,, Fl·re, ui()rL)( wil h I': XT j. jll'(j"idrd hy 
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5,j, RECO!lt.HENDATIO;\'S Fan I"UTURF WO,[cUc{ _________ _ 
Di-X}2. i-"'XT, i., c«timatN from the l.r"llomi[.(rd d~l~ Sf'1,,"nCC h, EXT, i, tht'lllo1 b,..:>'; 
to DEC, "",I \Ill' 1"'oOO(lurr is repeat-cd in an itcrati", HWll!", ' 
A-2: The l'vlAPjLog-MAP Algorithm 
Encoder State 
m_O, 
, 
, 
Time Instance 
I _ U 
" 
Ft>lWard Pa'j,;. 
" 
t 
• ~(o1 
~( l( 
• ~"I 
~( J) , 
Figurc 5,2: Forwmd p"",. "S[."I.~ !'l'Oh~bilitie:; 
- , 
• 
Thc mooifit,J n ahl "Igoritiom ;,. commonly rdcrrrd to as the :\lllxi!Tlum A !',,,;tf,riori (~L\P 
~1~orith!Tl), and achic"e>; ,of( dt..:i,;on (\r(",,!ing by ,,,~king two pas"" of a (ku)(ling [""IIi •. 
1',..""" ocrurs in the forward direction, ",,,1 in 1.1", l",ckwar<i <li"relion, 1\., shown ill Figure, 
52 ,,'l!i 5" [75 102[, 
, 
, , 
TOn. Inst.,,,,. 
' -"',. ,11 
... B¥,kward P." 
~I") • ," 
'/ / 
~I " 
, 
7 [ ,I,:, , , 
ml , 
• 
~ 
, 
" , , 
, 
FigUll) 5.4 ill",I.,.,,( r,>; tio(' Worr,,, ['''t hr, [or the simplf, 10m sl~te HS(, code wilh trellis 
c""",..:tiv il·y defi"ed by the 1\"" .. m1.o,. j)(,IYllOl"i~1 G ~ {7,['}, 'I'll<' trelli, is travcr""-'<i in 
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Ro!: .. "", R 
CodeVWt •• 
• . .. 
" • •• 
Y.",-"') 
ro.: " 1." ,.0.)'-- • ~.IO, 
~ .• 11: " 
U~. · I)I 
1," ''':''' 
2 ., _,I" 
1,1~.,1.l) 
• 
• 
, 
• 
, 
• 
kEY 
~, l k •• , ,'I!J 
~., ,., . " 
~. I'~ , 1,'1 
~,( • •• "I,'J 
I,ll', . 
• -.11, 
• ".I1l 
• ~,IJ.I 
~ , 
> , 
0 
• 
' ,il l . y;(. ,-•. '.I, 
y.'.,~.UI ~1Jad<wa./d 
eo. 
• 
• TI ... OIod. ~ "o....,..d Stale Pr~h ....... 
-- fr<;/ldo' Input art • 0 • a""" ...... d SIn<: po,..".". •• ". 
ErcocIoI ,""", 001 1 T, ... ",ocr. Prct>.>b., ..... 
• Trne -.o'l 
the fQrward <iln :r1.ioll. T he "ptlrlltiun [\l. elK1, "'"It, pm],,,],'); ' y i, 1'"" i",1 " Ojl hy mul. ipl"illg 
tilt ~Iatc probablhty ,It t oo pl'l'vious "....:I,. <>._1("") ,,- i~h ,h,< h"l.tlch ImmJli()tl prQlmhlllty, 
1l_' ("i. m), ~h'~l! LllMI'!rr.iVN COoio pwr fl, '" h i, !il' ). Thi, i" cxvr~ "" loll",,-. :7:), ](121 
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~. I. nr:;COM.IIE:-;D,tT1W.;S Fon FtrlVIIE< ""oOoRo' ,· ___ _ 
(!ilJ 
"'h~'7l: '" i< Ihr fllfrent lItatc. JJJ' ,~ U'" .·,rr\"irru.; 51J1.tc ar:d , i>I lhe d~th 1m ('IY or '\') 
CI)Il\'IIv,,.,d"lj( '" PArh tmweb cxi' ~11Ig J)(><k'. 
(!;.21 
A-3: T he Log Likelihood Probabilities, .\(11,,) 
' 1", ...,ft I'til llT\lUc of ~he t rnll"""llrod <luI"- bi\ 6, L. rcp""""'loo .... a l<'!; likPlihood rAlLo (LLR I • 
. \ (!,. ) ~Hh,,,, ,,,,,I i" Figure 5.1. It I~ c .. k"l..Jcd ... " roll",,'" [;-:; urll 
(5 I ) 
where .\(bt) n.'J!w...,m~ 1111" prolxoh ih\y Iha1 the cumnt data ],iL i,,, '0' (if .\ (b, \ i~ nrg,MivcJ 
vr a J' (if ,\ (ltd i. vr.nt ive) 
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5.j. RECOMMESDATIOSS FOR FUTURE \lURK 
A-4: The Max Log-MAP Algorithm 
\IAP "'-jt;oril.hm i< not lOSllruJy implemented for Ieasons of computational complexity_ Hence 
t heTe;"" ,we,] to " nplil y the e<j1l,ct-tOn "I~we lk,ing the lc'>t;arithmir ""Iu,," [,,(her t h~n their 
"dmu pf()bc,-biliti~_ The lc,!\,'-~ithm 01 )',((y:, !II), ",' "'1 lor '-ht' AWGN eh"",,,,1 i., I ~""n 
[75, 1021: 
p(y{ b,. = i , m', "'1 = (5.51 
(5_6) 
where ~'I alld x: "re the tlaIlS",i t lcd 'Yote"wtie UlLf\ pa-rity bit" [c:,.ptttivfly, ~orr('>;p()Iltlillg 
to t he current bmnrh ~t tlme instanl. k. vi "nd yf ~re the r"""ived syetematic and parity 
V~ll ""', I<n<l N" ie the !Loj .. ' p<>wt'r 'Iwrtml d~nsjl.y_ The lc'>t;ll.rithm of the rq lll<Uon fm '1(.) = I 
"Ull bc writl.PIl '"" [75. 1021_ 
I 1( ' 'j , II ~Vkx:;(i) 2y~xW) I (I' K n), Yk'Yk ,m m = 'I' ___ .\' + nl'r mm)+ . 
• 0 - 0 
C'·7) 
Then 
In "k( "') ~ In [i= t ""p{ln ")';[ (:q:.:I,;), "i , Tn) J + In "k 1 ("i)) ] 
'" ,_ 11 
(5.H) 
The muliiplicMions krm, ),,'''" b"'-'n rtluuceu to cXl'onemi,,1 term, bllt th;., i, "lso com-
put.I<";onully ;nl.en,iw_ Howeve[ wo """ uppfOxir""te the oIl'" of a >.cries of log terms by 
86 
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(t. 9) 
(5 10) 
{",J!) 
(i:d2) 
K"')~· • .I\(b1 ) l.S dh·odc_l iut .. I I" t'C \ "''''1'')1)1.'11", 1 .. IIlJ.y~· " ... "., h" rler." hr>g to Oo,(,llr. the (.flnll-
"''- the G preen. and \hc IJPI~m4IlC compoll",nt . 
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.5.1. RECO.\IMEND.1T/ONS FOU FUrU1E l\'OW{ 
(::' 13) 
FurtOCr. "l' obtam 
+ I"JI{II.lh. : 1) -t-lnP,(h = I } ) 
(5.1 4) 
Finally. tl,,~ ('un Ill! "'m,,!'.,,1 "" 
I,,' 
t ~ t- L(b"J 
.'. 
(r. If.tJ 
n~nt, and th~ f'oU1lh is IJoe a vriuri ''''lllp'-'ncnt Il i. Ih.., '-:<trirnil,· ''''lllpOlle''~ .... hirl> 1~ pa.<..<.P.<J 
f,,,,,, ""11 MAl' tl~,dct ..... t h<o Olhcr. wlKrc IIftl'l ,,,,,,,Iea\i ng, it forms th~ a pi''''' mput 
"'Jill o.>f II",· nL ... · ,1t'WdL1 175 102) 
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